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Valentine's Vocations 5 Calloway

projects in
highway,plan

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

Local florists are reporting another busy Valentine's Day this year. Pictured above, Dee Dee Diefenbach, left, owner of
Wilson's Florist, works on an arrangement for a customer. She is joined by designers Tina Cook, tight, and Mike Wilson,
center.

Businesses See Boom During This Heart-Felt Holiday
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Residents were rushing this week to find
that perfect Valentine's Day gift for their
sweethearts, and that's kept local florists
and other businesses busy meeting
demands.
As has been the custom for years. roses,
cards tligt2ons and candy continue to top
the hats of most . shoppers. However,
gifts.cOm has expanded the top picks to
include such items as jewelry, art decor,
clothing, designer footwear, personalized
coffee mugs, Cupids, snowglobes and
more.

The -Hallmark Holiday" is set aside
each year for couples to express their
affections with heart-shaped items of

every sort. Residents of all ages go out of
their way to think of unique and creative
ways of expressing their feelings.
In Murray, store representatives reported
extremely busy schedules and increased
sales as the holiday approached.
At Wilson's Florist on the court square,
owner Dee Dee Diefenbach Said the
Valentine's holiday has meant a very,...
busy season. "We are smiling, and we are
going to finish with a smile, too."
She said she has noticed a considerable
increase in the number of pre-booked
orders. "I think it is more than ever in the
past," commented Tina Cook, a floral
designer at Wilson's.
Diefenbach said her store has been

preparing for the Valentine's rush for
approximately two months."Red roses are
always the popular item, but we have also
seen an interest in Gergera daisies."
She noted that men "definitely" are the
biggest clientele, although women do buy
some Valentine's gifts.
According to Diefenbach,"We have had
so many call-isa,opilions,ommoios-an—Tim.........
have been lots from out-of-town and from
out-of-state. But all of the orders are carrying the same basic, traditional message of
'I Love You.—
Whitney Cooper, owner of Flowers by
Whitney, said the Valentine's season has

•See Page SA
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Members of the Universal Kentucky Cheer Galaxy and
Eclipse All-Star teams practice their 2 1(2-minute long performance for the last time Tuesday evening

Shop, Oins, cittme

3-DAY FORECAST
Saturday

MSU News Bureau
Murray State University's successful Presidential Lecture Series
will be welcoming Robert F. Kennedy Jr. as the featured speaker for
the 2008 installment on Thursday, Feb. 28. The
lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is free and surrounding
community members are invited to attend along
with MSU students, faculty and staff.
Kennedy is no stranger to the public eye.
Instantly recognizable as a member of the United
States' most famous modern political dynasty, he
is the son of the late Seri. Robert E Kennedy,
nephew of Sen. Edward(Ted)M. Kennedy and the
late President John F. Kennedy, and cousin and
sibling to a number of other family members who
Kennedy
have held or are currently holding political office.
Himself a resolute environmental defender, Robert F. Kennedy
Jr. was named one of Time magazine's "Heroes for the Planet" for
his success in helping Riverkeeper lead the fight to restore the
Hudson River. That group's achievement helped spawn more than
125 Waterkeeper organizations across the globe.
Kennedy has taken his educational background and put it to
good use for the environment. A graduate of Harvard, the London
School of Economics, the University of Virginia Law School and
the recipient of a master's degree in environmental law from Pace
University School of Law, he now serves as senior attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense Council and chief prosecuting attorney
for Hudson Riverkeeper.
He is also a clinical professor and supervising attorney at Pace's
Environmental Litigation Clinic and is co-host of Ring of Fire on
Air America Radio.
Kennedy is credited with leading the fight to protect New York
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casted revenues by nearlylrilla Bridge work over Late
billion.
Barkley also made up three of
"As
we
assess
the Trigg County's five projects
Transportation Cabinet's ability including $96,000,000 for the
to meet future highway needs, bridge replacement.
we must recognize that when
The estimated cost of replacprojects cost more, careful ing the bridge over Kentucky
choices must be made about the Lake is estimated at $170 miltype and extent of road system lion. Replacing the Lake
improvements we pursue," Barkley Bridge is reported at
Transportation Secretary Joe $120 million.
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Prather said.
Calloway projects include
the 5-lane of Ky. 121 from U.S.
641 to Coldwater Road
($030,000); major widening
from the Tennessee state line
into
Murray
on
641
($10,270,000); replace a bridge
on Ky. 893 .8 miles west of 641
($550,000); • and replace a
bridge and approaches on Ky.
1536 over East Fork Clayton
Creek ($250,000).
Also included in Calloway's
list is surfacing work on Ky. 80
between U.S. 641 and Mayfield
at a cost of $17,680,000.
Graves County got the most
number of projects of counties
surrounding Calloway County
with seven with a $27,610,000
price tag. The two biggest items
are creating a new route of
Murray-Mayfield Road from
Ky.
121
to
Ky. 303
($12,380,000) and widening
U.S. 45 to 4 lanes from Oak
Grove Creek to the Purchase
Parkway ($9 million).
Marshall County's
list
included six projects running
more than $227 million with a
big chunk geared toward bridge
projects over Kentucky Lake on
U.S. 68 between Aurora and

MSU Presidential
Lecture to feature
Robert Kennedy, Jr.

Local cheer
teams aim high
for national titles
tion out there," added her husBy HOLLY WISE
band, partner and fellow coach
Staff Writer
Consider it the Super Bowl Aaron Scott.
The teams are divided into
of competitive cheerleading. Or
the World Series, or maybe the five different levels. The first
Daytona 500 and you'll have team competing in Atlanta from
some idea of how big the UKC will be the Galaxy team, a
CheerSports 2008 National level three, all-girl division
team made up of 20 girls aged
Championships is going to be.
If it helps, imagine over 850 11-18. There will be 26 teams in
teams from some of the largest this division competing for first
gyms in the Country gathering to place, said Aaron. The teams
compete in the Georgia World will be divided into two groups
Congress Center, the site for the of 13.
The second team is the
1996 Olympics in Atlanta.
Murray can be proud to say Eclipse team, a level five co-ed
that two of those 850 teams are team made up of 18 girls and
from its own Universal Kidz three boys.
. "It's the best of the best,"
Center gym.
For the first time, Universal Aaron added. "This will be the
Kentucky Cheer All-Star teams most difficult division. They'll
will be competing in the largest tompete against gyms from big
competition of its kind after just cities like Atlanta, Louisville
returning from the second with a lot of success."
But success is no stranger to
competition
in
largest
the UKC teams. At the Country
Indianapolis last month.
"It's a great opportunity for Jam in Nashville, the Galaxy
kids in this small of a town to team brought home the Class
get to do something on this Champion Award, beating out
level," said UKC co-owner and everyone from levels one to
co-coach Jodie Scott.
'This is the biggest competi- II See Page SA

Staff Report
Five projects for Calloway
County are included in the
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's six-year highway plan
that total more than $33 million.
The 2008 Recommended
Highway Plan, which contains
all proposed Kentucky transportation projects through 2014,
was presented to members of
the General Assembly and the
public by the Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Wednesday, according to a
release from KTC.
The recommended plan
anticipates that $5.3 billion in
state and federal funding will be
available over the upcoming
six-year period from 2008 to
2014 — $1.03 billion less than
the basis for the last plan. which
was issued in 2006.
The new plan anticipates
-zero dollars" for new, statefunded projects until late in fiscal 2010.
Moderate growth in the
Kentucky Road Fund has not
kept pace with a 40 percent
increase in the price of roadbuilding materials since 2005,
the report noted. In addition, the
state portion of the plan con-
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"Further cuts in honsebuilding and in related
By JEANNINE AVERSA
activities are likely," Bernanke cautioned.
AP Economics Wrtter
Given all the dangers facing the economy, the
Federal Reserve
WASHINGTON (AP)
"will act in a timely manner as needed to supFed
that
today
Congress
told
Ben
Bernanke
Chairman
the country's economic outlook has deteriorated port growth and to provide adequate insurance
and signaled that the central bank is ready to keep against downside risks," he said, indicating addion lowering a key interest rate — as needed — to tional rate cuts were likely.
Bernanke appeared with Treasury Secretary
shore things up.
In remarks to the Senate Banking Committee, Henry Paulson and Christopher Cox, chairman of
Bernanke said the one-two punch of the housing the Security and Exchange Commission, amid
increasing concerns that the economy may be
and credit crises has greatly strained the economy
Hinng has slowed and people are likely to tighten drifting into recession.
The Federal Reserve, which started lowering a
their belts further, as they are pinched by high
energy prices and watch the value of their single key interest rate in September. recently turned
biggest asset — their homes -- weaken, he much more aggressive. Over the span ofjust eight
days in January, it slashed rates by 1.25 percentwarned.
-The outlook for the economy has worsened in age points — the biggest one-month rate reducrecent months, and the downside nsks to growth tion in a quarter-century. Economists and Wall
even
have increased," Bernanke said. "To date, the Street investors believe the Fed will cut rates
largest economic effects of the financial turmoil more at its next meeting.
"Our economy is clearly in trouble," said the
appear to have been on the housing market,
chairman, Sen. Christopher Dodd,
committee's
significantdeteriorated
has
know,
which, as you
ly over the past two years or so." Bernanke also D-Conn. Restoring investor and consumer confisaid that the "virtual shutdown" of the market for dence, he said, is critical "if we are going to get
subpnme mortgages — given to people with back on our feet again."
Bernanke said his forecast is for the economy
blemished credit histories or low incomes — and
a reluctance by skittish lenders to make "jumbo" to continue to endure a "period of sluggish
home loans exceeding $417.000 have aggravated growth." That would be "followed by a somewhat
stronger pace of growth starting later this year" as
problems in the housing market.
Unsold homes bay,e piled up and foreclosures the effects of the Fed's rate cuts and a newly
enacted stimulus package begin to be felt.
have climbed to record highs.

MSU Photo
Beshear, left, Murray State
WEST KENTUCKY NIGHT IN FRANKFORT: Gov, Steve
dunng the West Kentucky
University President Dr. Randy J. Dunn and Dr. Ronda Dunn visit
conditions throughout the
weather
poor
Despite
Tuesday.
on
Ky.,
Frankfort,
in
gathenng
Night
the state attended the
of
portion
western
Commonwealth, more than 400 people from the
event.

Beshear meets with House
leaders on gambling plan

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
to
STEPPING DOWN AS CALLOWAY GOP CHAIR: Fellow Republicans said good-bye
celdedication
a
during
right,
from
fourth
Anddrson,
Vernon
Chairman
GOP
County
Calloway
ebration Monday night at Calloway Public Library. Anderson said the organization is considenng a replacement from among committee members, but have not yet chosen a candidate.

By The Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) _
Gov. Steve Beshear and House
Democrats met behind closed
doors Wednesday to discuss
casino gambling legislation
expected to be introduced this
week.
Following the private meeting in the Kentucky Supreme
Court chambers, Beshear said a
proposed constitutional amendment and coinciding legislation
to set up casinos would be filed
in the General Assembly on
Thursday. Beshear and other
lawmakers who attended the
meeting offered little detail on
the plan that the governor has
said could generate up to $500
million in new revenue for the
slate
"There isn't any secrecy
about it? Beshear told reporters.
"It's just that we're just now putting the finishing touches on it,
and we'll be announcing it publicly tomorrow — all of the specific details.'
Kentucky currently allows
various forms of betting,
through a state lottery, bingo
halls and wagering at horse
tracks. Casino gambling would
be a new venture in Kentucky,
which Beshear has said is needed to help cure the state's financial woes.
Recently, economic forecasters estimated the state was facing a $900 million shortfall over
the next two fiscal years beginning on July I. Beshear proposed an $18.5 billion two-year
spending plan that included significant cuts to public universities and government agencies.
Money from casino gambling could help offset the soaring costs of health care and edu-

cation, Beshear has said.
The governor presented
House Democrats with a general briefing on the plan, Beshear
said.
His plan was 'virtually"
completed, Beshear said. Still,
the governor refused to offer
any details on his plan to make a
reality the issue he made a centerpiece of his gubernatorial
campaign to unseat former Gov.
Ernie Fletcher.
Two casino bills would be
Thursday,
on
introduced
Beshear said.
Oat,- sponsored by Rep.
Darryl Owens, would be a proposed constitutional amendment
that would allowing casino
gambling in the state. Another,
sponsored by Rep. Charlie
Hoffman, would outline exactly
how the casinos would be set
up. Owens and Hoffman both
confirmed they've agreed to
carry the legislation in the
House.
If the legislature approved
the constitutional amendment,
Kentucky voters would get the
final say and decide whether to
ratify or reject it.
Beshear said he would be
proposing a combination of
casino licenses at horse tracks
and at freestanding locations.
He declined to elaborate on how
many licenses would be available and where they could set up
shop.
'We'll discuss that tomorrow,' Beshear said.
Hoffman. D-Georgetown,
said Beshear told lawmakers
that Kentuckians want to vote
on a proposed constitutional
amendment on the matter.
'Kentuckians think that this
is an issue that they need to

determine and put to rest,"
Hoffman said.
Owens, D-Louisville, said he
had not seen the proposal and
did not know any specifics
about the proposed amendment
he was sponsoring. Owens said
the plan was still being completed.
"The bottom line is we
haven't seen it," Owens said.
Rep. Kathy Stein, DLexington, said that she was
keeping an open mind, even
though she had generally .
opposed the idea of legalizing
casinos in Kentucky.
'It looks like the people want
to decide once and for all,' Stein
said. "I'm beginning to think
that perhaps we owe the people
of Kentucky a chance tosmte on
it. Now. I'm not sure."
The proposal has an uncertain future in an election year.
Senate President David
Williams, R-Burkesville, has
said he opposes casinos.
Sen. David Boswell, DOwensboro, said he thought it
was going to 'be difficult in the
Senate" to get passed.
'A lot will depend on what
the governor's bill says tomorrow,' Boswell said.
Nevertheless, House Speaker
Jody Richards, D-Bowling
Green, said he expected the full
House would eventually vote on
the measure this session.
Richards said he did not know
how House members would
vote on the proposal but added
that he did not think its momentum had been disrupted coming
near the midway point of the
session.
'We're going to put it on a
pretty fast track,' Richards said.
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FLAG PRESENTATION TO CALLOWAY JAIL: Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 presented an Amencen flag to the Calloway County Jail. Making the presentation was Lodge 827
member Mark Anderson. left. to Calloway County Jade, Phil Hazel
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Ililittlil
Mrs. F

Fielder Jewell

Mrs. Ea Fielder Jewell, 88, Murray, died today, Thursday, Feb.
14, 2008, 2:15 a.m. at her home.
She
Dec. 26, 1919. in Calloway County.
Blal
eman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangemenus
e condolences may be made to www.yortfuneralhome cose

Mrs. Unda lean Prescott
Mrs,Linda Jean Prescott, 59, Murray, died Wednesday, Feb 13,
2008, at 11:10 a.m. at her home.
Sher was born March 24, 1948.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to www.yorkfuneralhome corn

Mrs. Mable McDougal Rogers
Mrs. Mable McDougal Rogers, 96, Murray, died Wednesday.
Feb. 13, 2008, at 1050 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge a arrangements

Mrs. Martha Ions
Mrs. Martha Jones 78, Murray, died today (Thursday), Feb. 14,
2008, at 12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Fuleral Home is in charge of arrangements.

William L Motto
William L. Maio, 69, Puryear, Tenn., died Wednesday, Feb. 13,
2008, at 10 p.m. 4 Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Churchill-1m Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Helen Quertennous Bennett
Mrs. Helen auertermous Bennett, 95, former resident of 1310
Olive Blvd., Murray, died Tuesday. Feb. 12, 2008. at 8:45 p.m. at
Carmel Home'Owensboro.
Born Dec. , 1913, in Livingston County, she was the daugher of
the late John utherford and Lula Mae Sullivan Quertermous. Also
preceding bed in death were three brothers. Paul Quertermous, Dr.
John Quertetnous and Danny Quertermous, and one sister, Louise
Querterrnoui McCracken.
\
She gradiated from Murray State University where she received
her mastennd and rank 1 degrees in education and then was an elementary sijool teacher in Murray until she retired. She was a member of Fir Christian Church, Murray. and a past member of Murray
Woman's lub, Murray PEO, Delta Kappa Gamma and Kentucky
Educatiog Association. Her hobbies were playing bridge, reading,
traveling her music endeavors and teaching children.
SurvOors include her children, Skipper and Jo Anne Bennett,
Castle ck, Colo., John and Anne Bennett, Riverside, Calif., and
Bob aril Maxine Bennett Goebel, Owensboro; six grandchildren,
John Ri Kelli and John J. Bennett. Adrienne Goebel Smith, Bobby
Goebeliand Elizabeth Bennett Richardson; five great-grandchildren.
Bennet and Vernon Smith, Joseph and Lucas Bennett and Justice
Richaidson; one brother, Luke Quertermous, Princeton; sister-inlaw, Ella Mae Quaertermous, Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m.
Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Carmel Home, 2501
Old Haaford Rd., Owensboro, KY 42303.

Mrs. Gladys Bisque

John Wesley Walters

The funeral for Mrs. Gladys Disque will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will
officiate. A graveside service will be Monday at the Covington
Memorial Gardens, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after II a.m. Saturday.
Mrs. Disque, 82, Perrin Drive, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 12,
2008, at 8:35 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was of Methodist faith. Born May 24, 1925,
in Hickman County, she was the daughter of the late Taylor Elliott
and Laura Scott Elliott. Also preceding her in death were three sisters, Arvella Abbott, Druecella Fredrick and Elizabeth Council; four
brothers, William, Robert, W.T. and Woodrow Elliott.
Survivors include her husband, William (Ray) Disque, to whom
she was married June 22, 1944, in Union City, Tenn.; one son,
Donny Ray Disque and wife, Sharon, Fort Wayne hid.; one daughter, Sandra King and husband Jerry, Navasota, Texas; one sister,
Novacene Thorpe, Roseville, Mich.; one brother, George Jasper
Elliott and wife, Fanni Lou, Martin, Tenn.; four grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

The funeral for John Wesley Walters will be Friday at 3:30 p.m.
in the LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Pans. Term.
Randy Kuykendall will officiate. Pallbearers will be Daniel and
v
John Powell, Dennis Leonard, Jacob Scharping,
Robby Vaughn, Harold David Bratton and Douglas
Walters. Burial will follow in the Bethany Cemetery,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8
r
p.m. today (Thursday) and after 1 p.m. Friday.
Mr. Walters, 76, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday. Feb. 12, 2008,
at his home.
An Army veteran of World War II, he attended Mt. Sinai Baptist
Church. He was married Sept. 21, 1962, to the former Emma Jean
Richardson who died May 31, 2000. Born Sept. 7, 1931, in
Blacksburg, Va., he was the son of the late Henry Wesley Walters
and Lassie Maple Allie Walters. Also preceding him in death were
one son, Dexter Walters, three sisters, Alice Linkus, Virginia Allis
and Ellen Cooper, and one brother, Henry Walters.
Survivors include one daughter, Christine Debris Powell and
husband, Tony, Buchanan; two sons, John Wayne Walters Jr. and
wife, Gina, Puryear, and Henry Wesley Walters and wife, Shirley,.
Horsebranch, Ky.; two sisters, Rose Leonard, Murray, Ky., and
Betty Harris, Martinsville, Va.; six grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Ilh

William W. Ford
The funeral for William W. Ford will be Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. Rev. James Keeling, Rev. Donnie Ragsdall
and Rev. Charles Westfall will officiate. Burial will
follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Marshall County Veteran Van Fund, do M.C. Judge
Exec., 1101 Main St., Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Ford, 77, Brooks Chapel Road, Dexter, died
Ford
Tuesday. Feb. 12,2008. at 3:18 p.m. at his home.
He was a heavy equipment contractor and owner of Ford
Earthrnovers. A veteran of the United States Marine Corps, he was
a member of American Legion Post #144, past post commander and
past vice commander of American Legion District I.
He was also a founding member of Marshall County
Veteran Van Fund. He was the son of the late Willie
Riley Ford and Amonette Peck Ford.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Aleen Keeling
Ford, to whom he had been married for 56 years;
three sons, David Ford, Dexter, and Lonnie Ford and wife, Teresa,
and Lloyd Ford and wife, Ten, all of Calvert City; one brother,
Floyd Milton Ford, Gilbertsville; two sisters, Mrs. Freda May
Elkins and husband, Bobby, Murray, and Glenda Fay Stevenson and
husband, Milton, Calvert City; seven grandchildren, Jessie, Justin,
James (Jim) and Bradley Ford, Lindsey Chandler and husband,
Daniel, Emily Morrison and husband, Chris, and Tracy Stevenson
and wife, Krystal; two great-grandchildren. Latesha and Taylor
Stevenson.

Van R.(Rudy) Burnett
The funeral for Van R.(Rudy) Burnett will be today (Thursday)'
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Joel.
Jackson and Kenneth Morris will officiate. Burial,
will follow in the Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Burnett, 86, Mayfield, died Monday, Feb. 11,
2008, at 8:35 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield.
An Air Force veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a retired
farmer and a member of Spence Chapel United Methodist Church.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Enos S. and Etta E. James
Burnett, three sisters and three brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Martha S. Burnett; three sons,
two daughters; eight grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Evangelist Graham in fair
condition after brain surgery
ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP) _
Evangelist Billy Graham is in
fair condition at a North
Carolina hospital after a successful surgery.
Doctors say the 89-year-old
Graham was talking immediately after the surgery Wednesday

Mrs. Jeanette Duensing Schuttler
No services for Mrs. Jeanette Duensing Schuttler are scheduled
at this time. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Schuttler, 85, Murray, died Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2008. at
1:08 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born March 28, 1922, she was the daughter of the late Otto and
Ida Duensing. Also preceding her in death were one brother, Art
Voss, and four sisters, Marie Hauber, Clara Reagan, Lillian
Gyoerkoes and Caroline Walsh. She was a member of the Church of
Christ.
Survivors include her husband, Robert Scuttler, to whom she was
married Sept. 6, 1942; three sons, Charles Schottler and wife.
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Denise, Murray, and John Walter Schuttler and larres-Oelo‘

Joe C Nall
Joe C. Nall, 88, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2008, at Calvert
City Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
An Army veteran of World War 11 serving with
the 6th Calvary, he received a Presidential Citation
and was the recipient of the Bronze Star. He
1111
retired as an auditor of the State Department of
Education and was a former director of pupil perscrawl in the education field. He attended First
Missionary Baptist Church. Preceding him in
rieath were his parents, Isaac B. and Mamie Louise
Tilley Nall, and one sister, Mary Williams.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janet Nall, to
Nall
whom he had been marned for 67 years; three
daughters, land Louise Nall, Murray, Cassy Thompson, Benton,
and Denita Jo Weber, Poolesville, Md.; one sister,
Mildred Clark, Benton; seven grandchildren: five
great-grandchildren.
. The funeral will be Friday at II a.m. at First
Missionary Baptist Church. Benton. Rev. Alan Miller
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Provine Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation 411 be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, from 4 to 7 p.m.
today (Thuisclay).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the charity of your
choice.

ti

Mrs. Verda Mae Wheeler Mason

Schuttler, both of St. Petersburg, Fla.; one daughter, Susan Houston
and husband, Jerald, Florissant, Mo.; one brother. Herman
Duensing, Clearwater, Fla.; five grandchildren.

Mrs. Dorothy Love Key Sykes
The tuneral tor Mrs. Dorothy Love Key Sykes was today
(Thursday)at 11 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral Home,Pans,
Term. Her son-in-law, Rev. Jerry Lee, officiated, Active pallbearers
were Mitch, Matthew, Mason, Tony and Brian Sykes, Susan Lee,
and John and Tabitha MYrick. Honorary pallbearers were Renee',
Dee,Stephanie, Gala and Amanda Sykes. Burial was in the Puryear
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Sykes, 77. South Adams Street, Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday, Feb. II, 2008, at her home.
A homemaker,she was a graduate of Puryear High School and an
avid genealogy worker. Born Sept. 16, 1930, in Henry County,
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Rudolph Davis Key and
Jewel Irene Morris Key.
Survivors include her husband, Rev. Warren T. Sykes, to whom
she was married Jan. 27, 1951; one daughter, Susan Lee and husband, Jerry, Murray, Ky.; one son, Mitch Sykes and wife. Renee'.
Puryear; one aunt. Larue Orr. Murray; three grandchildren. Tabitha
Mynck and husband, John. and Mason Sykes, all of Puryear, and
Matthew Sykes and wife, Stephanie, Antioch, Tenn.; one greatgrandchild, Philip Lee Myrick; three stepgrandchildren, Brandon.
Justin and Sara Beth Woodard; brother-in-law, Tony Sykes and wife,
Dee. Columbia, Tenn.; nephew, Brian Sykes and wife, Gala: niece,
Amanda Sykes: great-nephew, Hayden Sykes; several cousins.

Mrs. Verda Mae Wheeler Mason. 79, Sedalia, died Tuesday. Feb.
12, 2008, at 7:05 p.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center,
Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Rex Mason, one
daugher, Rita Kay Blakely, her parents, Nick Warren and Fara
Murrell Warren Coltharp, and four sisters. Lou Etta Webb, Dorothy
Emery, Minte Adams and Suche Warren.
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.
Suvivon include two sons, Hal Wheeler and wife, Kim, and (AP) — Fort Campbell has held
Mark Wheeler and wife, Mary, all of Sedalia; three daughters, Gail a remembrance ceremony for
Dick and husband, Richard. Mayfield. Jenny French and husband. soldiers killed in the Iraq war in
Wendel. Pilot Oak, and Joanie Riley and husband, Jerry, Murray: January, a deadly month when
.stepdauguer, Glenda Garland and husband, J.D.. Sedalia; 11 grand- the base lost 10 soldiers during
their latest deployment.
children, 11 great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
Six soldiers from the 101st
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Mark Allen French and Rev. Wayne Airborne Division's 1st Brigade
Caner will officiate. Pallbearers will be Adam Riley. Matthew and Combat Team were honored
Kyle Wheeler. Chris and Shawn Allen. and Jason Garland. active. Wednesday at the outpost on the
and Clint Riley, Amanda Allred. Jamie Reilly, Beth Madden, Carla Tennessee-Kentucky border.
Two other soldiers also killed
Neilson and Misty Thomas. honorary. Burial will follow in the
this month were assigned to the
Boydsville Cemetery.
Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today 5th Special Forces Group, a tenant unit based at Fort Campbell.
(Thursday).
Another soldier from the 3rd
Brigade died from non-combat
Mn,Dolores Rudolph
injuries and another soldier
Mrs. Dolores Rudolph. - Benton. died Tuesday. Feb. 12. 2008. from 2nd Brigade also died.
at her home in the Sharpe community.
bringing the monthly toll for the
A member of Maple Hill Church of Christ. she was the daughter base to 10.
Division Commander Maj.
of the late Marvin Toy and Centilla Whitmer Toy. Preceding her in
death were two grandchildren, Casey Waysie Rudolph and Catelyn Gen. Jeffrey Schloesser said the
Rudolph.
Suvivors include her husband. Ralph Rudolph; two sons, Keith
Rudolph and Craig Rudolph, Sharpe; one brother, Robert Powell
Toy, Paducah. one sister, Becky Ann Huckabee, Fort Worth. Texas;
Call
three grandchildren. Jessica Rudolph. Lebanon, Tenn., and Chance
753-1916
and Callie Rudolph. Hardin.
to place
The funeral will be Fnday at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Dan Sikes will officiate. Burial will follow
an ad in
in the Oakland Cemetery_
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today
LEITIER &TIMES
(Thursday).
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg. ....1Z508.8 • 43.5

Intel ....

----20.55 - 0.66

Air Products
+ 0.04
AT&T,Inc....---_—__38.59 - 0.08

Kroger
Mattel

.2638 - 0.08

Briggs & Stratton
-0.51
Bristol Then Squibb _23.59 - 0.27

Merck-

47.65 + 0.08

Microsoft.

.28.91 • 0.05

.71.05 - 0.62

Caterpillar

Pepsico. Inc

Daimler Chrysler --.......78.35 - 0.28
Dean Foods.
.24.% .0.27

Schering-Flougb....—

—6.57 .0.01

General Electric

.21.91 • 0.18

Sears Holding Corp..........99.93 -1.21

• 0.30

General Motors----..26.50 + 0.64

lime

GlatoSinithkline ADR -..43.43 • 0.23
Goodrich -.--...----62.10 - 0,47

US Bancorp ...---...32.84 - 0.10

Goodyear

WellPoint Inc ......------73.72 - 0.70

+ 1.07

HopFed Bank

+ 0.02
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Viappy hour is. 3-6 p.m. Everyday!
fro; mse

72.00 + 0.37

Regions Financial ...—.--23.09 • 0.50

Exxon-Mobil .......--8637 + 0.88
Ford Motor

• 0.03

J.C. Penney ......_.................47.05 .041

Cho ron Texaco Corp-43.21 + 1.09

Fort Campbell honors several
soldiers killed in one month
soldiers knew that serving in
Iraq was honorable.

at Mission Hospitals near hit
home in Montreat.
Graham has a buildup of
fluid within the brain. The surgery replaced a valve in a shunt
installed in 2000 that drains
excess fluid from his brain
through a small tube.

* DJ On Thursdays *
NO COW?

• FREE DELIVERY Iminonum s2c
• CATERING AVAILABIT

r

As Americans begin a two-year celebration of the bicentennial of Abraham Lincoln's birth, another sumiversary
approaches with far more significant and immediate implications.
This fall will mark the 70th anniversary of British Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain's accord with
Adolf Hitler at Munich, a bargain with the
devil that sought to buy 'peace for ow
time' but cost Czechoslovakia its freedom
and led to World War 11, which cost even
more in freedom and blood.
Some elements in modern Britain apparently refuse to learn from the past and
what happens when human nature is misdiagnosed.

The Archbishop of Canterbury, Rowan
from one controversy to
another; from approval of same-sex marriage (a position from which he has since
By Cal Thomas moved, after a split in the worldwide
Syndicated
Anglican church), to a proposal that IslamColumnist
Sharia law should co-exist with British
common law. In a radio interview, Williams
said that integration of parts of Muslim law in Britain is
'unavoidable.'
After an uproar. Lambeth Palace sought to clarify
Williams' remarks, saying he was not advocating. 'parallel
jurisdiction to the civil law.'
But some other people are advocating just such a thing.
The Washington Times reports that the British government
has cleared the way for Muslim men with more than one
wife to be able to claim welfare benefits for all of their
partners. The qualifier is that the multiple marriages must
is legal. Havhave taken place in countries where poly
ing more than one wife is illegal under LTA law.
According to the Council on Foreign Relations, under
Sharia law. a Muslim husband 'has the unilateral right to
divorce his wife without cause. He can accomplish this by
uttering the phrase 'I divorce you' three times over the
course of three months. Classical Shane lays out very limited conditions under which a woman can divorce a man.'
f'ontrast this farce with the announcement that six of the
alleged co-conspirators in the 9/11 terrorist attack on America
will be afforded rights even greater than those' giVen
dant% at the Nuremberg Trials. According to Air' Force
Bngadier General Thomas Hartmann. who announced that,
'formal charges have been received,' against the six, if a
convening authority refers the charges to trial. 'the prosecution bears the burden of proving the case beyond a reasonable doubt, which IS the standard applied in all U.S. and
military criminal trials.' The six individuals will also have
the right to appeal if they are convicted of any of the 169
charges against them. Gen. Hartmann said these are the Same
RIAU alluided members of tb1314,..Maktary, whom he
caned 'nor motorist trrifitire
Crawford, head of
militaiy tribunals, will determine whether the charges allow
the prosecution to seek the death penalty.
In a phone interview. I asked Gen. Hartmann if a strategy
had been developed for the predictable domestic and world
outcry from activists and nations opposed to the death penalty He said there is no such plan. There should be.
What the United States still understands (though some
Presidential candidates apparently do not) is that there are
s('rious. dedicated people who do not tire in their objective
to see UN dead. While 9/11 was an overt act, many covert
acts are occurring that will render Britain and America less
Able And less willing) to respond to the next attack. An
estimated 2 5 million Muslims have invaded Britain. No one
knows how many are committed to the violent destruction of
the West.
In America. there are similar threats. Debra Burlingame,
sister of American Airlines pilot Charles Burlingame, who
died when terrorists hijacked his plane on 9/11 and flew it
into the Pentagon, wrote in The Wall Street Journal. 'Radical
Islamists are a sophisticated and determined enemy who
understand that violence alone will not achieve their goals.
Islamist front groups. representing themselves as rights organnations. are attempting to get a foothold here as they have
Already in parts of Western Europe by deftly exploiting ethnic and racial politics, agitating under the banner of civil
liberties even as they are clamoring for the imposition of
special Shana law privileges in the public domain.'
There is a myth that the Emperor Nero fiddled while
Koine burned. Too many of the rest of us, including the
Archbishop of Canterbury and elements of the British government, are playing in a full orchestra of denial, oblivious
to the approaching firestorm. Neville Chamberlain's example
should have been enough for our time, but some people and
nations have learned nothing from history and so are
doomed to repeat it.
W/ii14/11S, moves
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Reconstructing the Trans-Atlantic Alliaftce
Throughout the 2008 primary season, "change' has
been the central mantra used
by Democratic and Republican presidential candidates.
However, the major candidates have failed to address
how their administrations
would usher a complete
transformation in U.S. foreign policy, other than in
vague generalities. It is
indeed crucial that the next
president stress the need to
repair the serious diplahatiC
breach between the United
States and Europe that has .
festered over the last seven
years. This critical diplomatic
obiactiva *Sold be the centerpiece of their campaign
speeches on foreign policy.
and will initiate a much
needed national dialogue.
U.S.--European disagreements over the war in Iraq.
differing tactics in prosecuting the War on Terror, trade.
and environmental issues
have become the hallmark of
the Bush foreign policy. If
'change' is needed in any
area of global politics, it is
sorely needed in this area.
And president, he or she
must utilize presidential leadership to bring the U.S. and
its European allies together
on issues that are important
to both of them.
The next president will
have the arduous task of
restoring both domestic and
international faith in the U.S'
intelligence and foreign policy establishments. In their
speeches and directives.
they must make it clear
that the U.S. has an overwhelming responsibility to
the rest of the world is not
to use overbearing military
and political tactics to get its
way.
In the lust one hundred
days of the next administration, he or she must make
their foreign policy objectives
clear and lucid to both the
U.S.' European allies, and to
their domestic political counterparts. It is absolutely vital
that the president speak
directly to the American peo-

pie in order to build public
support for the administration's transfonnative diplomacy. A President Clinton.
McCain. Obama, or Huckabe,e must, from the very
beginning of their infant
administration, work closely
with all of the principles
within his 'national security
team. Ideological power-play
and "groupthink- must be
checked at the White House
door. The new president, not
overly vocal subordinates,
must take charge of these
discussions.
However, the president
should not microtnanage, but
to actively set forth those
critical objectives to repair
the U.S.' diplomatic and military credibility. Having
received clear and credible
intelligence from the own
official sources, the next
president must discern and
what is confidential from declassified sources so that a
plausible public diplomacy
can commence. Subsequently.
the next occupant of the
Oval Office will be better
equipped to address Congress
and a national/global audience as to the "clear and
present danger" that the
world faces.
This speech must be articulated in a clear, coherent
manner that gives shape to a
new global mission. The new
president must reverse the
policy of the previous
administration by avoiding
blustering rhetoric that alienates, intimidates, and threatens U.S. allies, nor encourages the nation's enemies to
take an even more aggressive
posture. Instead, the nation's
Chief Diplomat must frame
those issues in a manner that
summons responsible nations
towards collective and cooperative action. Hence, our
next president should meet
with key European allies so
that the former will be

freely able to air their dismay at the previous turn in
Transatlantic diplomacy.
1 would strongly suggest
that the new president schedule a meeting in a European
city by early Spring 2009.
Cities like Salzburg. Paris, or
Berlin would be ideal to
host a major summit meeting
of this magnitude. Washington would not be conducive
toward this end as President
Obama should reach out to
Europe instead of 'summoning" the principals to come
to the United States. A trip
to Europe. while symbolic,
would send out the right signal that 'America is back"
and fully engaged.
During the course of these
discussions, the president
should open up the floor to
the European heads in order
to get feedback about the
Trans Atlantic relationship.
The responses, it is certain,
will be quite frank, but the
president will need to understand the nature of the
diplomatic breach in order to
repair what the current
administration has broken.
After a couple of days of
frank discussions, the president will be in an excellent
position to cooperatively knit
together a consensus as to
what Europe and the United
States can do to solve pressing global issues that are
vital to both of them.
As a result new diplomatic solutions can come from
this meeting and, thus, be
subsequently implemented by
the new administration. The
central organizing principles
of a newly constituted Trans
Atlantic relationship should
he 'change', 'cooperation,
'and "consensus.'
It is absolutely vital that
the next administration, along
with the U.S.' European
allies, make the War on Terror a unique law enforcement
issue, rather than one that

relies solely on the /
1
4e of
U.S. military power. s soon
as this new TransAtl tic
framework has been
structed, the president
be in a better position
negotiate with Europe leaders to gain the neces
cooperation on freezingterrorist assets, intelligencó and
surveillance, and interdisition
and extradition issues.
This new multilateral
focus can be facilitated by a
rejuvenated U.S.-Euroran
partnership to acldresslthe
basic reasons why terepnst
havens in failed states\have
been created. Since thel U.S.
and Europe have the ainple
resources, and collective
technological power, ttry
have a shared global responsibility to make significant
and profound changes in the
lives of people in developing
countries.
More importantly, obtaining these important altruistic
goals will lx inextricably
linked to their future security. Without qsestion the U.S.
and Europe hive a vested
interest in a tiansfomied dialogue. And shculd Clinton,
McCain, Obarni. or Huckabee win the pesidency,
their administration would be
the galvanizing krce to
translate this neve cooperative
diplomacy into reslity.
Dr Brian KeitirClardy is
an assistant protestor of history and Coorrlinatiir of
Religious Studies at Murray
State University. The author
of a book entitled The Management of Dissent: Responses to the Post Kent State
Protests at Seven Public
Universities in Illinois. He
is also the co-author of an
upcoming text m American
government on both the U.S.
Presidency and Foreign Policy Clarity is also an
ordained minister
A native of Soutli Fulton,
Tenn., Clardy is the son of
Mrs. Ginger R. Clatdy of
South Fulton and Ds George
Clardy of Clarksville, Tenn.
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COMMUNITY
Commonwealth Clarinet
Quartet will present recital

CCMS takes second in District Cup

With numerous top finishThe Department of Musk of Murray State ers, Calloway County Middle
University will present the Commonwealth School recently claimed secClarinet Quartet in a recital on Sunday at ond place overall at the 2008
2 p.m. in the performing arts hall of the District 3 Middle School Govfine arts annex.
ernor's Cup competition held
Members of the group include John Cip- at Calloway County Middle
pola, clarinet professor at Western Ken- School.
tucky University, Scott Locke, clarinet proIn the overall competition,
fessor at Murray State University, Connie points are received for every
Rhoades, clarinet professor at Eastern Ken- top finisher. Graves County
tucky University, and Dallas Tidwell, pro- Middle School finished first
Jo's
of clarinet at the University of with 50 points. Calloway CounDatebook fessor
Louisville.
ty followed with 35.5 points.
By Jo Burkeen
The group will perform works by Albi- Mayfield Middle finished third
Community
noni, Tomasi, Tcberepnine, Gounod, Lewin with 22.5 points and Murray
Editor
and Cruse11. The concert is free and the Middle fourth with 7 points
public is encouraged to attend.
In written assessments, students test in Language Arts,
Fine Arts and Humanities,
Friends of CASA Dinner planned
Friends of CASA Dinner will be Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Mathematics, Science, Social
the Murray room of the MSU Regional Special Events Cen- Studies, and Composition. Calter. Entertainment will feature Jason Meadow, country music loway placed ten different stustar. For information call 761-0164 or visit the CASA office dents in five events. Simon
Mikulcik finished 5th in mathat 305 North 4th St.
ematics. Joe Farley placed 4th
in Social Studies. In Science,
Lenten fish fry on Friday
St. Leo Catholic Church will present its annual Lenten fish Charlie Courtney finished 3rd
fry on Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Parish Hall of and Darian McAllister placed
the church. Served will be catfish, fries or baked potato, cole 2nd. Lauren Benson finished 4th
slaw, white beans, hushpuppies, dessert and drink. These will in Language Arts and Mirancontinue each Friday until March 14. The public is invited. da Braun placed 3rd in Language Arts. In Composition,
For more information call 753-3876.
Emily Crouse and Gina Stenberg placed 2nd and 5th respecevent
plan
Men
Blood River Church
placed
Blood River Baptist Church Men will have a chili supper tively. Hannalore Clause
and Erin
Arts
Fine
in
4th
The
the
church.
at
p.m.
6
at
Saturday
on
apction
dessert
and
McCallon finished 3rd in Fine
public is urged to attend.
Arts.
Future Problem Solving
Shriners Bingo Friday
(FPS) is a team competition
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
where students design soluat 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murto future scenarios. The
tions
charitable
Shrine
and
ray. Proceeds help support many local
team of Breanna Bethel, Abiactivities.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be For Heaven's Sake and Westside Baptist Quartet. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee
Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from .7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist ,
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Photo provided
Pictured is the CCMS Academic Team.
gall Bourland, Emily Crouse, out of the past seven tourna- ents and community leaders
who see the rewards gained
Paige Paschall, Kristen Oak- ments.
from
encouraging academic perKentucky
the
to
According
finley, and Lauren Wilson
Association for Academic Com- formance through properly
ished first in FPS
ly
In quick-recall, the Lakers petition, Governor's Cup was structured and professional
compeacademic
d
administere
to
way
a
as
1986
in
founded
finished 3rd. Quick Recall
members are Aaron Collie, Bre- promote, reward and recognize tition.
The Lakers will compete
anna Bethel, Charlie Courtney, outstanding academic achieveat the Regional competinext
Governor's
then,
Since
ment.
Joe Farley, Paige Paschall, and
Cup has become the state's tion held at Hickman County.
Emily Crouse.
is
The team was also select- premier academic event, involv- The CCMS Academic Team
WhitPile,
Scott
by
coached
nearstudents,
20,000
ed for the sportsmanship award. ing over
Brad
This is the sixth time Cal- ly 1200 schools, and thousands ney Pile, Susan Bucy,
Elder.
Rose
and
Darnall,
parrs,
administrato
coaches,
of
award
this
loway has received

MSU art professor named Kentucky Art
Educator of the Year for Higher Education
tion, in the state of Kentucky
for 2007 This distinguished
honor recognizes her many long
hours of dedicated service.
Head of the department's

Dr. Camille Serre, professor in the eepartment of art at
Murray State University has
been named the Art Educator
of the Year for Higher Educa-

Concert on Saturday

Prof. Sue-Jean Park and Jacob Clark, pianist, will present a
concert Saturday at 3:30 pm. in the performing arts hall of
MSU fine arts annex.

VFW meeting tonight

Post 629 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. at the new veterans center on North Fourth Street.
Discussion will be held concerning the filming of World War
ll and Korean Conflict veterans at the Weaks Senior Center
on Feb. 22 from 9 a.m. to noon. People wishing to view the
website may type in POST6291.org. on their computer.

CCHS Council to meet

Calloway County High School Decision Making Council
will meet next Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in the school media
center. The meeting was canceled yesterday as the school was
closed.

Health Express lists stop

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer lipid profiles and blood pressure checks on Friday from
6 to 10 a.m. at Center for Health & Wellness, Murray.

TOPS will meet today

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library as the library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Youth registration scheduled

Youth Sports Association will have T-Ball. Baseball and
Softball registration at www.tcsportzevents through March 21;
register at Walmart on March 6 from 4 to p.m.. March 7
from 4 to 9 p.m. and March 8 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; final
way to register is at Trophy Case on March 10 to 15 from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and March 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Cardiologist Withrow
will speak at program
Cardiologist Patrick Withrow, M.D., will be the speaker at the "A Woman's Heart”
program Saturday at 9:30 a.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club
house. The event will be hosted by the Alpha Department.
Withrow was named medical director of the Baptist
Heart Center in March 2007.
A board-certified interventional cardiologist at Western Baptist Hospital Hospital since
1981, Dr. Withrow has a history of providing exceptional
cardiac care to many patients
in the region.
As medical director of the
Baptist Heart Center, Dr. Withrow's oversees patient education, physician recruitment and
Patrick Withrow M.D.
service development.
Dr. Withrow, a Fellow of respectively.
This special program is
the American College of Cardiology (FACC) and the Amer- open to all interested persons.
ican College of Chest Physi- A light brunch will be served.
cians (FCCP), graduated from Those planning to attend are
the University of Louisville asked to call Genie a 227School of Medicine in 1976 7998 or mscpr@aol.com or Sanskgwhitand completed his residency and dra at 436-575_5 or
fellowship at the University of ten@wk.net
Alabama in 1979 and 1981,

art education program. Serre
came to the university in 1985
after having received her Ph.D.
from Purdue University.
In addition to her art edu;ator position, she has been
involved in many university
endeavors including teaching
metals classes at Murray State
and service as the director of
the Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence program and as co-director for the university's Children for Peace Project. Serre
has also acted as program developer and project director for
Afterschool Art Enrichment
programs and served as a project coordinator for Super Saturday Visual Arts courses.
Off campus she has been
a grant reader for the Kentucky Arts Council. chair of
the Kentucky Art Education
Association Higher Education
Division, regional coordinator
for the Kentucky Art Education Association All-State High
School Art Exhibition and cOnsultant for the Identification ot
Students for Special Program,
project.
In 2000, Serre received thc
Regents Award for Teaching
Excellence from MSU's board
of regents.
This most recent award canic
to Serre from the Kentuck)
Art Education Association Con
ference held in Ft. Mitchell.
"I am honored and humbled
to have received this award
from my colleagues," Serre

Angel Alert issued for clothing
Calloway

County
An Angel Alert has been issued by the
boys'
Family Resource Center Needed are new or gently used
pants,
boys;
7/8
and
small
adult
clothing with shirts being
and shoes
pans being 12 regular boys and Ft regular boys;
call
donate
to
items
the
of
any
having
one
Any
2.
sizes 8 and
the center at 762-7333.
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Kirksey Park plans registration
for

the season
Kirksey Park Inc. will have its registration
and on
on Saturdays. Feb. 9 and 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m
Friday. Feb. 15 from 4 to 6 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist
to boys
Church, located in front of Kirksey park. This is open
s, 9 to
and girls for 1-Ball. 3-6, Pinto. 7 and 8. Throughbred
FilII, Mustang, 12 and 14, Pony, 15 and 18, and to girls.
For
19.
and
16
Mares.
and
16,
lies, 7 to 10. Spirits. 11 to
2072 or
more information on fees call Dianna at 1-270-527Joey at '4.89-2620.

said.
Serre will now be nominated for the National Art Education Association Regional
Award.

Lrin Yates &
Andrew McCluremay 51, 2008

Free tax help by AARP

Free tax help from AARP tax counselors is available for
low and middle income, with special attention to those ages
60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray. each Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. through Apnl 2. Services are provided on a first
come, first served basis. Each one should bring the current
year's tax forms. W-2 forms, SSA-1099, Social Security cards
and any other pertinent information. For information call Teri
Cobb at the center at 753-0929.

Dr. Camile Serre

Al! Day

$11.49

9 oz. Ribeye

'9.99
Sirloin Beef lips
Beef & Chicken Combo '9.99

iN/ "•-• I).%)

Rif

(.1 1/

Turf - 9 as. Ribeye with Grilled Shrimp

$14.95
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS GOOD ALL MONTH

1501 N. 12TH ST. • MURRAY,KY • 753-4521

Sheri Tidwell &
Michae Muekleman
Jo 95, 2008
fSeth Ann Dunavant
S. Justin Pounds
September 2,7, 2008
C_ourtne9 Cross
15ranclon Steele
Ma910,2008
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lionorRoll
High School has
released the honor roll for the
second nine weeks of school
as follows:
GRADE 9
All As
Tyler Devan Alvey. Steven
I. Arnold, Lindsey C. Capps.
Ruben Cignoni, Anna E. Dawson, Travis W. Dun, Ian L.
Holmes. Hunter Houck. Amber
A. Huber, Daniel Hughes. Drew
D. Kelleher, Rebecca Grace
Kilby, Brandon Kipphut, Canland McClure. Zen H. Taylor,
Nicholas Anthony Vilardo,
David C. Vinson. Amanda B.
Winchester and Sarah N
Wooten.
AU As and Bs
Photo provided
Bierbaum.
M.
Lauren
grade
seventh
the
selected
has
STUDENTS NAMED: Calloway C.,unty Middle School
, LanBloodworth
M.
Alexandra
, Alex Nance, Dylan
'Students of the Month'' for January. They are from left, Amy McDougal
don T. Boggess. Robert A.
outstanding
their
for
DeBoer, Matthew P. Deese,
Knaup and Kristina Bohannon. The teachers selected these students
Molly R. Griffin, Jacob C.
characther and for the dedication to the success of the school
Hamm, Elizabeth Imes. Kyle
A. Lewis, Darius C. Nabavi,
Glen R. Olive. Katrina M.
Olson. Lauren J. Owens,
Jacqueline F. Richardson, Landon D. Russell. Niko M. Sikkel.
Jordan M. Smith and Mackenzie L. Webster.
GRADE 10
AU As
Bailey E. Boyd, Jamie L.
Courtney, Allison D. Crawford.
Emily S. Denham. William G.
Doran, Paul H. Gong, Meghan
C'. Henry. Michael G. Hyatt.
Zachary L. Lambert, Michael
Murray

B. On. Lun Oyeong Shin, Morgan E. Steiner, Mark A. Stubblefield, Erin E. Trevathan,
Chelcie K. Winchester and
Chloe E. Zimmerer.
All As and Rs
Kullen C. Balthrop, Megan
Glenna Belknap, Emily G. Benson. Cassidy V. Copeland, Sarah
E. Crouch, Marilyn R. Crump.
Aaron P. Cunningham, Sara E.
Darnell, Autumn R. Denton,
Aneshia N. Gray, Timothy R.
Greer, Shelby A. Johnson.
Knstina Colleen Kiefer, Selina V. Lajeret, Michael G. Mangold. Carly J. Mathis, Alexandra N. Nance, Koki Shirota,
Jacob R. Thiede, Charles Dillon Ward and Yang Thou.
GRADE 11
AU As
Ali M. Adams. Enc Tyler
Alvey, Jacob D. Bell, Dylan
Wayne Benningfield, Shelby L.
Blalock, Otristin Gong, Nolan
M. Jackson. Hyo Jae Lee, April
Y. McCreary, Rebecca V. Raj,
Sydney A. Smith and Jessica
M. Whybark.
AU As and Bs
Grant T. Adams, Dana R.
Arneson, Samantha D. Ashcraft,
Tricia L. Balash, Katherine
Zachary
Bloemer,
Marie
Charles Buck, Kaitlyn J. Carpenter, Jessica L. Cook, Leah
Lynne Dieleman, Abby C.
Dowdy, Alyssa F. Erickson,
Erica L. Gallagher, Rebecca C.
Garth, Richie D. Harper, Brit-

tany M. Harpole, Stephen
Hjerpe,
Patrick G. Hughes,, David
0. Kuykendall, Sudan Naveen
Loganathan, Mason Christopher
Nicholas
Beau
Manning,
Mason, Brooklyn D. McKinney, Robert C. Puckett, Amber
Lynne Ritchardson, Brooke L
Salley, James Keaton Tate.
Ethan C. Thomason, Nathan
James Watson and Hayley Elizabeth Wright.
GRADE 12
All As
Capps, Luis
Cohn W
Cignoni, Bradley N. Cobb, Sierra N. Foster, Brett J. Gibson,
Haley J. Haverstock. Shawn
A. Kinsey, Matthew D. Parker. Leandra Ashley Perry, Logan
B. Pierce, Dorothy D. Rideout, Caitlin M. Williams and
Callie L. Wilson.
All As and Bs
Kristin J. Addison, Trent H.
Beisel, Courtney T. Billington,
Sarah Lashae Brown, Catherine R. Crass, Madeah D.
Daubert, Hailey C. Dean, Ashley Nicole Edison, Leslianne
N. Gilson, Wesley R. Huffer,
Marvin T. Johnson, Faye C.
Muuka, Randzanika C. Payne,
Laken E. Peal, Addle L. Rigsby, Cody M. Seely, Jessica
Michelle Smith, Camee G. Taylor, Hope E. Travis, Kenneth
L. Trice, Chess R. Volp and
Laken N. Watkins.

Photo provided

of Jan 28 - 31 are,
Pictured with Janet Caldwell are students who received gold tags the week
Jeffrey Parrish,
class,
Lawson's
from
from left, row 1 Lauren Robinson and Mallory Moore
, row 2, P3 stuclass
Munsey's
from
Outland
Will
and
class
Elizabeth Hornbuckle from Perry's
Thornton from Reid's
Faith
and
Robinson
Bryce
and
class
s
Blanchard'
from
Lilly
dents Alexis
class

Photo provide(

on Feb I
Pictured with Janet Caldwell are students selected for the -pawsitive reward-

MES students receive rewards
siudent• at Murray Elementary 'S. hoot earn a gold tag when
they base re.eiyed 10 tiger
hir piing aho‘e anti beyond
the "Guidelines tor Success"
Janet Caldwell. principal.
presents the gold tags to students on the tiger Cub News
program each morning
Suutents re.eising the award
•

•

Our Registered
Bridal Couples: ••
Rebecca Sparks
& Brett Sorrell,
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

lenna (.;ardner
& Rich Edward,
lessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan
Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
le...Ica McKnight
& Josh Dunn

during the week ot Jan. 2X II were as follows:
PI students: Lauren Robinson and Mallory Moore from
Stacey Lawson's class; Jeffrey
Parrish. Elizabeth liombuckle
from Matlene Perry's class; and
Will Outland from Amberly
Munsey's class:
P3 students: Joey Allen and
Alexis Lilly. from ('hock Klanchanfs class:
P4 students: Bryce Robinson and Faith Thornton from
Genese Reid's class
Each week students who earn
"pawsitives" throughout the
week receive special rewards.
Students selected from each

•

‘'th Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pound,
Rebeca Boyd
& Edward Baust

•

Rigrinsi & çj.frs
nivtrait, Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 7114100
Motialay-Friday 10-S,
Saturday 10-2

Pr &Jai

class meet with the principal.
Janet Caldwell. for a•fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for Feb. 1 were
as follows:
PI: Tomas Ferreyra. Kylie
Guynn. Damon Boyd, Julian
New Madrid. the official
Lassiter. Noah Cavitt
of the low-residency
journal
P2: Leah Taylor. Z.oe Wakins. Master of Fine Arts program
Allyson
Underhill.
Christian
at Murray State University,
Carson. Agibail Seargent. Will announces the publication of
Miller
its Winter 2008 issue, dedicatP3: Morgan McCuiston. Bnt- ed to the theme of "Mexico
tany Tipton. Kiddie Planner- in the Heartland."
still. Hannah Parker. Annie
The issue features artwork
Futrell
Mexican muralist Jose Luis
by
P4: Hal Bogard, T I Woods. Soto Gonzalez and includes litCasey Key. Michelle Bennett. erary works by nationally and
Ja Nae Farmer
internationally recognized writers such as Daniel(Nivas. Philip
Garrison and Socorro Venegas.
Via an interview with Fred de
Rosset. it also highlights the
contributions of the Kentucky
Institute of International Studies (KIIS) in fostenng relationships between Kentuckians
and Mexican nationals.
issue also features 'The
Mexican Mural Project," a
series of oral histories inspired
by the growing Mexican population in western Kentucky.
Participants include Mitchell
Paschall, owner and operator
•r
of Paschall's Greenhouse and
Nursery; Fr. Ken Mikulcik. pastor of St. Joseph Parish. Mayfield, and celebrant of the Span-

Mexico theme of MFA journal

HEY AMIGO,
BE OUR
VALENTINE

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey

ENJOY
ANY SALAD
FOR
1/2 PRICE
ALL DAY
LONG
FEBRUARY
14TH

ish Mass at St. Leo Parish in
Murray; Brother Ronnie Barron. preacher at the Spanish
services at the Baptist Campus Ministries in Murray. an
outreach project of the Blood
River Baptist Association:
Penny Meek. Tammy Cole and
Stephanie Sharp. volunteers at
the Spanish services at the
Baptist Campus Ministries in
Murray: Chnstian de la Cruz,
graduate of Calloway County
High School: Omar and Ezekiel
Lopez. owners of El Mariachi
Loco in Murray. Robin Irwin.
directing attorney for the local
office of the Department of
Advocacy, covering Graves.
Marshall and Calloway counties: Kimberly Jerger. ESL
instructor for the Murray Independent School System; Gabino Alvarez and Celeste
Siqueiros. students at Murray
Middle School: John Clayton.
Instructional Leader for ESL
Programming at the Calloway
Board Office. Sara Loveless,
Spanish teacher at Calloway
Count!, High School; Jessica
Tori.ak. student in AP Spanish
at Calloway County High

4 Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns

Limited Openings • Cal Now!

TACO •
I hr I irr•h

competed in the
CHESS HONORS: The East Calloway Elementary Chess Team recently
trophies.
individual
and
team
several
home
2008 Quad A Regional tournament and brought
the
U400
in
1st
was
Mikulcik
Joza
place.
2nd
in
finished
both
learn
K-5
the
The K-3 team and
individclassification Skyler Wells was 6th individual in K-3. In K-5, Marlin Mikulcik was 2nd
parent David
ual. Erik Mikulcik was 3rd, and Clara Arnold was 5th. The Team is coached by
above, front
Pictured
Coleman.
Tamyra
teacher
grade
4th
East
by
sponsored
and
Mikulcik
Back row:
Proctor.
Payton
and
Wyatt;
row, from left, are: Skyler Wells; Joza Mikulcik. Kaylee
Mikulcik.
Martin
and
Arnold;
Erik Mikulcik, Clara

Vile••t Si

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

753-6069
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
All returns filed oiectronically

School: Maria Purichia, E.L.L.
Instructor at Mayfield Elementary School; Rocfo Moines and
Jost Murillo, students at Mayfield Elementary School; Cindy
Barnett, lecturer in Spanish at
Murray State: Conic Christy,
Spanish major at Murray State
and intern at Catholic Charities; and Harvey Parker. landlord in Mayfield. The Mural
Project also includes interviews
with three visitors to Murray
from
State
University
Michoacan: Jose Luis Soto
muralist; Cnsanto
GOCIZAICZ,
Cacho Vega, secretary of Culture for the state of Michoacan:
and Hector Ramirez Williams,
Director of Promotion in the
Ministry of Culture, Michoacan.
Copies of the "Mexico in
the Heartland" issue may he
purchased from Pamela Miller.
Secretary, MFA
Program,
Department of English and Philosophy. Murray State University, 7C Faculty Hall. Murray.
KY 42071-3341. For further
information,
e-mail
parnela.miller@murraystate.edu
. Annual subscriptions to New
Madrid are $15.
New Madrid is edited by Ann
Neelon. Advisory and Contributing Editors are Squire
Babcock, Bran Barker, Dale
Ray Phillips and Holly Goddard Jones. The next issue
will appear in July. 2008, with
Micky Beer as Guest Editor.
New Madrid accepts on-line
submissions only. Check the
New
Madrid
website at
www.newmadndiournal.org for
submission guidelines and
announcements of future issues.
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SUPPORTERS OF SCOUTING: Residents of
Murray and Calloway County gathered Tuesday
morning for a "Friends of Scouting Breakfasr at
the Murray Banquet Center. This year's guest
speaker was Billy Kennedy, head men's basketball coach at Murray State University. The
breakfast is an annual information and fund
drive event. Pictured above, Kennedy addresses the crowd. Bob Valentine, left, served as
master of ceremonies for the gathering, and the
Presentation of Colors was conducted by members of Troop 77 The local Alottawatta District
of the Shawnee Trails Council of the Boy
Scouts of America has been named in the Top
Five districts in membership growth.

Guff hurricane
victims urged
to move after
tests find toxic
formaldehyde
ATLANTA (AP) — U.S.
health officials are urging that
Gulf Coast hurricane victims be
moved out of their governmentissued trailers as quickly as possible after tests found toxic levels of formaldehyde fumes.
, Fumes from 519 trailer and
mobile homes in Louisiana and
Mississippi were — on average
— about five times what people
are exposed to in most modem
homes, according to the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
;Prevention. In some trailers, the
;levels were nearly 40 times cusprnary exposure levels, raising
lkars that residents could contract respiratory problems.
The Federal Emergency
Management Agency — which
supplied the trailers — should
move people out quickly, with
priority given to families with
children, elderly people or anyone with asthma or other chronic conditions, said Mike
:McGeehin, director of a CDC
!division that focuses on environmental hazards.
We do not want people
:exposed to this for very much
longer,* McGeehin said.
• While there are no federal
:safety standard for formaldehyde fumes in homes, the levels
found in the trailers are high
enough to cause burning eyes
and breathing problems for people who have asthma or sensitivity to air pollutants, said
•McCieehin.
CDC officials said the study
did not prove people became'
sick from the fumes, but merely
took a snapshot reading of fume
;levels. Only formaldehyde was
tested, they added.
about
provided
FEMA
120,000 travel trailers to victims
of the 2005 hurricanes Katrina
and Rita. In 2006, some occupants began reporting headaches
and nosebleeds.
The complaints were linked
to formaldehyde, a colorless gas
with a pungent smell used in the
production of plywood and
resins.
Commonly used in manufactured homes, formaldehyde can
cause respiratory problems and
has been classified as a carcinogen by the International Agency
for Research on Cancer and as a
probable carcinogen by the U.S.
Protection
Environmental
Agency.
Last May. FEMA officials
dismissed findings by environmentalists that the trailers posed
'serious health risks. They said
the trailers conformed to industry standards.
By August. about 1.0(X) families in Louisiana asked FEMA
to move them to other quarters.
In November, lawyers for a
group of hurricane victims
asked a federal judge to order
FEMA to test for hazardous
fumes.
The CDC. working with
FEMA, hired a contractor. The
firm — Bureau Veritas North
America — tested air samples
from 358 travel trailers, 82 park
model and 79 mobile homes.
Analysis of the samples,
'taken from Dec. 21 through Jan.
23, came back last week,
'McGeehin said.
They found average levels of
77 parts formaldehyde per billion parts of air, significantly
'higher than the 10 to 17 parts per
'billion concentration seen in
newer homes. Levels were as
high as 590 parts per billion.
The highest concentrations
were in travel trailers, which are
smaller and more poorly ventilated. McGeehin said.
Indoor air temperature was a
'significant factor in raising
formaldehyde levels, independent of trailer make or model.
CDC officials said.

Taxi driver plays Cupid
for lonely New Yorkers
NEW YORK (AP) — Finding your better half this
Valentine's Day could be as easy as hailing a taxi —
especially if Ahmed Ibrahim is in the driver's seat.
The 53-year-old cupid cab driver, as he refers to
himself, has spent the past few years playing matchmaker to lonely New Yorkers, setting up more than 70
dates. Nineteen have led to relationships that lasted
more than a year.
Ibrahim planned to decorate his yellow cab with red
and white hearts and roses for Thursday.
"I've organized so many dates, and it really makes
me feel good about it," Ibrahim said. "I've not had one
complaint."

$199 ENTIRE HOUSE -LOWE'S
CARPET INSTALLATION
EVERY DAY!

Let's Build Something Together
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APPLIANCES
Receive 10% off at in-stock and Special Order
maior appliances pnced $397 or more (before
taxes)_ Offer valid 2/14/2006 - 2/18/2008.
Discount taken at register. Not valid on previous sales, installation and delivery fees,
extended protecbon plans or select Fisher &
Paykellb ferns. See store for details.

WHAT'S INCLUDED?
gs delivery of carpet and pad

gcarpet & pad haul away

21 moving normal household furniture

2rbasic installation
of carpet & pad

g carpet & pad tear-out
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carpet every
At Lowe's. our $199 basic carpet installation is available on Special Order
for details.
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HARD SURFACE FLOORING
Includes all Special Order hardwood, laminate, tile, rugs & vinyl floonng.
Excludes carpet. Discount taken at register Offer valid 2/14/08 - 3/2/08
See store for details
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•Presidential Lecture ...
From Front
City's water supply. The New
York City watershed Agri:mem.
which he negotiated on behalf
of environmentalists and city
water consumers, is considered
an international model in stakeholder consensus negotiation
and sustainable development
In addition to his work on
water quality. Kennedy has also
been invoked in ens iromnental
issues across the AlllerICAN by
assisting several indigenous
tribes in Latin America and
Canada in successfully negotiating treaties to protect traditional
homelands.
A noted wnter, Kennedy's
latest hook is The New York
Time -s bestseller Cnnies Against
Nature He also authored The
Riverkeepers and has had

articles published.
Kennedy's political involvement
includes work on the presidential
tarnpaigns of Ted Kennedy in 1980,
Al Gore an 2000, John Kerry in 2004,
and Hillary Clinton in 2008.
The Presidential Lecture Senes at
Murray State University is sponsored
Government
Student
the
by
Association, the MSU Foundation
and MSU President Randy J. Dunn.
Conceived in 2005 as a lecture series
to bnng some of the world's most
influential people to campus, the
event has hosted F.W. de Klerk, for-

IIUMCIOUS

III Holiday ...
From Front
been. "crazy and hectic, hectic.
hectic." She also said her store
has been "very, very, busy- and
she was impressed by the fact
that so many men have been
pre-ordenng
"We hase been taking orders
ever Sight! the stall of last week.
Each day it keeps getting busier
and busier.Cooper said she has noticed
that many people are buying
more than Just red roses this
year "Tulips hate been popular
and red, white and pink mixtures of items Also, lots of people have been getting gift baskets to go with their Bowers
She said she anticipates selling
out and she might hate to make
a wet la' trip to pit k up more
roses "But I think we will run
out of other items hetore the red
roses,- she added
It has been estimated hy the
Greeting Card Ass)K tation that
billion
I
approximately
Valentine cards are sent annually worldwide that ranks the
February holiday se,ond Airily to
Chri.itmal1ri the norhivir cif *A-

mer president of South Africa who
helped pave the way for the end of
apartheid in that country; Lech
pivotal leader in the
WilleSA,
Solidarity movement and former president of Poland; and in 2007, Beriatir
Bhutto, who was assassinated last
December after returning to her native
Pakistan as the leader of the Pakistan
People's Party. She had been prime
minister of Pakistan on two separate
occasions.
For more information on the lecture, call the Student Government
Association office at 809-6951.

Warmer weather
moving into Kentucky
—
(AP)
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
Temperatures have warmed up and sunny
skies have been forecast for most of
Kentucky, a welcome change from the wintry mix that dumped snow and ICC across
much of the state earlier this week.
The National Weather Service expected
highs in the mid-40s today, with temperatures expected to dip into the low 30s and
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The trams began practicing
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will liat'r t.011111eled In
(-nice n thousand participants will till eight different
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minutes would be er much
hut I don't think the kids t ould
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cloud cover moving in later in the day.
A severe winter storm that moved in cal
her this week blanketed the state with freezing rain on top of about 5 inches of snow
over much of central and western Kentucky.
Smaller snow showers that fell early
Wednesday stretched from Paducah to
Pikeville, and caused road and school closures in some areas.
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SECTION B

WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL

The night that time stood still
CONTROVERSY SPOILS A GREAT GAME BETWEEN TENNESSEE-RUTGER

By DOUG FEINBERG
AP Sports Writer
For 39 minutes and 59.8 seconds, topranked Tennessee and No. 5 Rutgers did
everything they could to entertain a sellout
crowd and a national television audience.
Then in the blink of an eye, everything fell
apart.
Whether you're furious or elated, the final
two-tenths of a second of the game left fans of
both schools confused. That little sliver of

WADE PAYNE / AP

S

time also marred what was a great game.
The rematch of last season's national championship final was the centerpiece of the
Women's Basketball Coaches Association's
"Think Pink" week to raise awareness of
breast cancer. It was also a chance for the sport
to showcase two of its top teams.
Once again, however, controversy overshadowed a great game between these two
teams. Last year it was Don Imus. Now it's the
clock.

"The controversy at the end of the game
last night at Tennessee was an unfortunate
incident and Rutgers deserved to win," said
Rutgers coach C. Vivian Stringer in a statement."I am saddened because my team played
a hard-fought game and to have it finish in
such a manner overshadows the accomplishments of two exceptional teams."
Rutgers was one of many teams across the
country to wear pink uniforms in support of

e At

la See CLOCK, 2B

11/16‘41

Tennessee's
Nicky Anosike
(55) is fouled by
Kia
Vaughn,
nght, as she puts
up a shot with .2
seconds
left
Monday
in
Knoxville against
Rutgers. Anosike
hit the two free
throws to give
her team
\ troversial a con59-58

win.

COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

HOOSIER HOOPS

Just 901
more to go
PAT KNIGHT
GETS FIRST WIN AS
HEAD COACH
By The Associated Press
Pat Knight is 901 wins from
catching.his old man.
Nine days after succeeding
his father as coach at Texas
Tech. Knight got his first career
win, an 84-75 victory over No.
18 Kansas State on Wednesday
night.
Bob Knight, who resigned
suddenly to set the succession in
progress, was among the first to
see his son after the upset of the
first-place team in the Big 12.
"He was waiting for me in the
locker room," Pat Knight said.
"It feels good, believe me, to get
the first one but that's only one.
Fm still only 1-2. Now if I was
3-0. I'd think about retiring."
Alan voskuil made it possible for Knight to joke. He scored
a career-high 30 points on 5-of6 shooting from 3-point range
and matched his career high
with seven rebounds to lead the
Red Raiders (13-10, 4-5).
"Man, it feels great," Voskuil
said. "I love Pat. He's the one
who recruited me and so it just
feels good to do s'omething for
him for once."
Bill Walker had 27 points and
Michael Beasley added 22 for
Kansas State (17-6, 7-2), which
trailed 60-38 with about 14 minutes remaining but was able to
get as close as 70-66 with 5:34
left.
The Wildcats' full-court press
cut into the deficit but couldn't
make up for Voskuil's hot shooting.
"Like all good shooters,
when you give him open looks
they find the rim." Kansas State
coach Frank Martin said. "And
once you let a good shooter find
the rim, it's over. I don't care
how hard you guard him after
that, every time he lets it go it's
going in."
In other games involving
ranked teams on Wednesday, it
was: No. I Memphis 68,
Houston 59; No. 2 Duke 77,
Maryland 65; No. 4 Tennessee
93, Arkansas 71; No. 12 Xavier
62, Charlotte 60: No. 15
Wisconsin 68, No. 13 Indiana
66; Southern Illinois 65. No. 14
Drake 62; and No. 17
Connecticut 84, No. 20 Notre
Dame 78.

JOE DON BUCKNER ( AP

Kansas State's Bill Walker
(12) attempts to grab a loose
ball in front of Texas Tech's
Mike Singletary, back left,
and Alan Voskuil (20) during
the first half Wednesday in
Lubbock, Texas.

DARRON CUMMINGS / AP

Indiana
coach
Kelvin
Sampson faces a doubtful
future after major the
NCAA accused Sampson
and his staff of five major
violations.

Sampson
could be
one and
done at Iii
COACH MISLED
INDIANA ABOUT
RECRUITING
CALLS

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

PETTY EXPERIENCES DANGERS OF BREAST CANCER AT YOUNG AGE
IN AN EFFORT TO PROMOTE "THINK PINK"
WEEK, THIS IS THE FOURTH IN A SERIES OF
STORIES THAT DEAL WITH BREAST CANCER IN
THE MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTY COMMUNITY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
Shaleea Petty is really no
different than 813 other women
in western Kentucky.
Those are the numbers gathered by the Amencan Cancer
Society, all of which are breast
cancer survivors that range
from
Trigg
County
to
McCracken
County
and
include others like Fulton.
Graves.
Marshall
and
Calloway.
While, there may not be
dear data on just how many of
those are bi-lateral breast cancer survivors. Petty knows
she's separated from everyone
else by one thing: Her age.
The 5-foot-5. Murray State
University Racer women's basketball guard has already had
two cysts removed from her
right breast.
Once at the tender age of 13
.ind again when she was 17
years old.

Petty believes things happen
for a reason. Why they happened to her, she's not quite
sure. But one thing is certain.
she has the scar to remind her
everyday of just how lucky she
is.
Speaking about it publicly
for the first time to the Murray
Ledger & Times. Petty recalled
her thoughts, which instead of
thinking about the latest fashion trends, puppy-love or using
makeup for the first time, Petty
was left thinking how she was
going to cope with cancer at
such a young age.
"It freaked me out. Petty
said. "When I first recognized
it. I tried to hide it, but it just
kept growing. Eventually. I had
to tell somebody, so I told my
mother and my grandmother
and they examined it. I could
feel a knot, it was about the
size of a golf ball. It was huge."
Petty. the senior out of
Hopkinsville and Christian

County High School, had the
surgery done in Hopkinsville
where, suffice it to say. she set
a record for having the biggest
cyst in Hopkinsville at the time
of her first surgery.
"At 13 I really didn't know
what was going on." Petty
added. "So it didn't scare me
too bad. My junior year it
scared me. I was more knowledgeable."
That's
when
Petty's
thoughts turned from freak to
fear, leaving her to ponder why
this was happening to her again
and at such a young age.
"The first time, it was okay
— get it done and get it over
with, it's something that happens. But for it to happen
twice, it's mindboggling. I was
scared the second time around.
I was really scared."
Petty didn't want to be a statistic. She cares more about the
ones that she puts up on the
basketball court. But the disease that is the second-leading
cause of cancer deaths for
women in the United States
very well could have taken
Petty.
Petty knows she is lucky.

She also says she is now
healthy and blessed, but at the
same time, knows things could
have been a lot worse than they
were.
"I'm just blessed that I didn't have anything serious. I'm
grateful that surgeries came out
okay. I think it could have
done some harm had I not said
anything. Trust me, I'm glad I
told somebody. I just hope that
young girls are aware of the situation and get exams."
When Petty's Racers play
Eastern Illinois on Saturday
night. the color pink will be in
full bloom around the Regional
Special Events Center as over
9(X) schools are participating in
this week's "Think Pink- week
to raise awareness about breast
cancer.
Yet, for Petty, who admits
that she prefers to keep to herself, says that raising awareness is something she's never
thought of herself, but could
see herself doing at some point
in time.
"I've never thought about it,
but I think that would be a
great idea. I think all young
girls should be aware of it.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Indiana
coach
Kelvin
Sampson and his staff violated
telephone . recruiting
restrictions imposed because
of his previous violations at
Oklahoma, then lied about it
to the school and NCAA
investigators, according to an
NCAA
report
released
Wednesday.
The report sent to the university
Friday
accuses
Sampson of five major violations, including the allegation
of providing "false or misleading information" to university officials and NCAA
enforcement staff. The school
contended in its initial report
that all violations were secondary infractions.
. But the NCAA accused
Sampson of failing "to deport
himself ... with the generally
recognized high standard of
honesty" and failing to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the men's basketball program, categorized
as major infractions.
Athletic director Rick
Greenspan promised the university would cooperate with
all NCAA requests.
"We are extremely disappointed in these new allegations
regarding
coach
Sampson," Greenspan said in
a statement. "To say the least,
we view these allegations
with grave concern."
Attempts
to
reach
Sampson's attorney. Matt
Kramer. were unsuccessful.
The NCAA declined comment.
Indiana has until May 8 to
provide a written response to
the report. The report says
Indiana officials will be
required to appear June 14 in
Seattle at a hearing before the
Division 1 infractions committee.
Major violations of NCAA
rules can carry significant
punishments, including postseason bans.
Indiana has not had a major
NCAA violation in any sport
since 1960.
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OCOMEDo ADD

Rutgers on
clock flap:'We
won that game
in regulation'

ALEXANDER
SPONSORED BY STUART

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
(:all me today for a FREE quote.

IsNo.NO. ILLE, Fenn. r
The inventor of the
device used in
Tenriessee's 59-58
No 5 Rutgers. suspects
;
error led to the disputed
of Monday night's game.
The game clock appeared so
pause for more than a second
iusi. before reaching zero, and
Tennessee made xi pair of fed
shots with two-tenths of a seeond remaining.
"I can only conclude that
we won the game in regulation
and ask that the NCAA basketball committee take this into
consideration when they seed
the teams.- Rutgers athletic
director Robert Mulcahy said.
Precision Time Systems
inventor and president Michael
Costabile said there is plenty
of room for human error in
running the game clock. At
issue is whether or not
Rutgers' Kia Vaughn fouled
Nicky Anosike before time
expired.
"TThe system works really,
really well," said Costabile,
who watched the game on TV.
"Have we had somebody hit
the wrong button? Yes.'
Southeastern
The
Conference and Big East said
Tuesday that both leagues'
coordinators of officials spoke
with the game officials and
clock operator.
"The officials discharged
their duties properly and there
is no indication that anything
improperly was done by anyone involved.- the SEC's
statement said. -There will be
no further comment on this
issue as the leagues, institutions, coaches and teams look
to move forward"
'fetes ision replays showed
the game clock seemed to
pause at two-tenths of a second
tor about 1.3 seconds before
running to zero as Anosike
came down with an offensive
rebound and was grabbed front
behind by Vaughn.
Officials replayed the video
and ruled the foul came lust
before the buzzer. Anosike
taiftety stepped up lint., hit the
Iwo free throws to take the sic,too.
'Ilic Precision Time device,
which keeps time for all NBA
games and many at the college
level. uses small microptunies
m(m. bed to the referees' whistles that communicate wirelessly to devices worn on the
ttferees' belts which start the
game clock. When the device
picks up sound from the whistle, the clock stops.
The official must hit a bution on his belt pack to restart
the clock.
At the %ante time, the
timekeeper manually control, the .lock Whichever signal is pacd up first — the
sound of the referee's whistle,
the lick of the belt pack button or the pressing of the timekeeper's button -a-- officially
controls the clock.
.Costabile said because the
clock seemed to pause before
reaching zero indicates to him
that either an official or the
tunekeeper may have stopped
the clock, anticipating Anosike
would be fouled, and then
restarted it when that wasn't
immediately the case.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

Swim Team that partic.pated
Pictured are the swimmers from the Murray-Calloway Youth
au, Mo The swimmers are:
Girarde
Cape
in
held
in the Great Times Invitational Swim Meet
Kaylee Roberson, Neely
,
Gibson
Abby
ass,
Snodgr
s
Thoma
Nabavi
(front row) Cyrus
(Second row) Thomas
Lyons.
Gibson, Natalie Hahs. AnnaCate Brown and Kristen
n, Abbie Campbell.
Workma
Alex
Dick,
Logan
s,
Hawkin
Austin
Canning Preston Ross.
Webber and Daniel
Ebb
Madison Contri, Nicole McGee Nick Snodgrass, Trent Lyons,
Etta Danielson
Farley,
Kristen
Marlin,
ey
Courtn
,
McGee (Back row) Coach Rick McGee
Wann.
Kevin
and
Martin
Zach
d
picture
not
but
Also participating

Wednesday s Stator College
Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST
American U 68 Buck/lei 64
67
Buffalo
Ball Sr 76
Colgate 76 Lafayette 75
Connecticut 84 Notre Dame 78
George Mason 85 Towson 73
La Sale 87 NJ Tech 65
Navy 80 Lehigh 75
Noittleastern 62. Hotstra 53
Saint Joseph s 81. St Bortaventure 56
Temp* 92 Rhode Island 89. OT
SOUTH
Alabama 76, Mississippi 67
Davidson 83. UNC Greensboro 78
Delaware 51 Georgia St 48
Duke 77 Maryland 65
Fla international 57. Ask •Little Rock 45
Georgia 82. South Carolina 64
High Point 90 UNC Asheville 71
LSU 85. Florida 73
Longwood 83 Campbell 80
McNeese Si 81. Texas St 77
Memphis 68. Houston 59
South Florida 89 Syracuse 78
Tennessee 93. Arkansas 71
Tulsa 66. East Carolina 61
UNC Wilmington 77, William & Mary 64
Va Commonwealth 75 James Madison

58
W Kentucky 92 Troy 57
Xavier 62 Charlotte 60
IMOWEST
Cincinnati 60. St John s 43
Duquesne 63 Dayton 61
E Michigan 78 Bowling Green 68
Evansville 60 Creighton 56
Illinois St 69 Missouri St 57
Messoun 86. Nebraska 78, OT
N Iowa 77 Wichita Si 75. OT
Ohio St 65, Northwestern 47
S Illinois 65 Drake 62
Saint Louts 63 George Washington 38
Toledo 54 Oho 52
Wisconsin 68 Indiana 66
SOUTHWEST
Marshall 75 SMU 74 .
St 78 Sam Houston Si
ern
Northwest
69
Oklahoma 76, Iowa Si 64
Oklahoma St 93 Baylor 83
Stephen F Austin 57 Can Arkansas 43
Texas Tech 84 Kansas St 75
UAB 69. Rice 60
FAR WEST
BYU 79 Colorado St 65
Long Beach St 56. UC Riverside 46
New Mexico 73 San Diego St 63
Wyoming 72, TCU 54

Even after Richard Zednik's
frightening injury, don't
expect neck guards in NHL
when an
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla. ered his jugular vein
clipped
skate
player's
g
opposin
blade
(AP) — After a skate
ed.
sliced into Richard Zednik's him. He also recover
"Right after (Zednik's accineck, Jassen Cullimore's jersey
happened somebody on
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he
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was splattered with blood
we should
helped his Florida Panthers our team said maybe
Los Angeles
"
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neck
Wear
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stained
the
off
e
teammat
Michael
forward
Cullimore himself has come Kings
don't know
close to having his neck cut Cammalleri said. "I
honest with
open — and the veteran if it would fly, to be
a couple of
been
there's
but
you,
to
defenseman has the scars
never
prove it. But don't expect him, scary incidents and you
that."
see
to
want
other
many
or
es
his teammat
The NHL has always had a
NHL players to start wearing
didn't
neck guards because of Zednik's macho culture. Goalies
until
ks
facemas
wear
y
regularl
helmet
Like
.
near-fatal accident
weren't
cages, neck guards are some- the 1960s and helmets
g players
Oiling.. worn b junior and ama- mandated for incomin
in'the Crittenden County tour:
The sixth grade Lacfy Lakers udsketball team got 2na place
ta
Minneso
after
years
II
until
pros.
teur players, not
Team players include (front
nament last weekend ending their season with a 12-2 record.
Star Bill Masterson died
North
there,"
up
skates
gotten
"I've
(Back
.
and Jordan Hepner
ice
row, from left) Erica Rogers. Haily Hounshell. Madison Connell
Cullimore said. "fri just some- from striking his head on the
r Simmons and Amber Bynum.
the
of
fraction
a
Only
1968.
in
could
You
row, from left) Kalai Trice. Hannah Scarborough. Summe
thing that happens.
The team is coached by Becky Green
wear a whole armor"suit out, players today wear helmet
eyes
there but you're still going to visors, even though their
have broken bones and stuff like are constantly threatened with
sticks and pucks.
that."
Zednik was cut during the
third period Sunday in Buffalo
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Kentucky is receiving sealed bids
The school's current top athletics officials said nearly severing his carotid
wood floor from the NCAA title game that the
don't know how much the NCAA sold the artery. He underwent emergency
608 Main St. • 753.5842
they
in
lands
Meadow
the
at
won
s
96
Wildcat
1995-19
they were not at the surgery and required five units
because
for
school
the
to
floor
East Rutherford. N.J.
TV, radio
1996.
of blood, and is recovering in a
Unisersity officials say 161 pieces of the floor university in
TODAY
stored the floor in a ware- hospital. The accident happened
initially
y
Kentuck
conwill
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Kentuck
but
buyer.
one
to
AUTO RACING
will be sold
se almost 20 years after Sabres
warehou
the
sold
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eventual
owner
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6 p.m.
house.
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tinue to own the center court for
SPEED -- NASCAR Craftsman Truck
and asked the university to remove the floor, lead- goaltender Clint Malarchuk sevMuseum
tor Chevy
. Series pole qualifying
to sell.
Coached by current Louisville head coach Rick ing to the decision
SiNerado 250 at Daytona Beach Fla

Kentucky selling 1996
national title game floor

•Clock
From Page 113
el awareness. The
breast
officials, who later would
become the center of the controversy. even had pink shoelaces
and pink whistles
nearly
halftime
During
S10.000 was raised in the -Kiss
for the ('ure" auction. Pal
Summit. Bryce Pearl, Stnnger
and Tennessee assistant coaches
Holly Warlock. Nikki Caldwell
and Dean Lockwood kissed
cards, which were framed along
with their photos and then auctioned oft at halftime Pearl.

wearing a pink Lady Vols polo
shirt. bright pink baseball cap
and pink shoes climbed up on
the auctioneer's stand while his
kiss card was up for hid and
announced that whoever made
the top bid would also receive a
real kiss from him, a promise he
delivered on.
Everything was going well
with a competitive game that
saw Rutgers rally from an 11point halftime deficit to take a
one point lead in the final
minute. Tennessee went the
length of the court. but Shannon
Bobbin missed a shot, Candace

Parker got a rebound and then
she missed, and then things got
weird — even as Stringer and
her staff were beginning to celebrate.
"We really thought we had it
won." said Stringer after Nicky
Anosike hit two free throws
with two-tenths of a second left
to give Tennessee a 59-58 victory. "That's an interesting emotion. Being picked up (by an
assistant coach) and before you
can even come down, you've
been tapped and 'hello.' That's a
cruel joke they're playing down
here. That's an amazing thing to

go from an extreme high to an
extreme low."
ESPN. which drew one of its
highest ratings for women's basketball this season, broke down
the game tape and showed that
from the time the clock froze at
0.2 seconds to the time Anosike
was fouled 1.3 seconds passed.
Rutgers couldn't have been
closer.to becoming the first team
to defeat the No. I in the country in consecutive games.
"Thank God it wasn't an
NCAA championship, or quite
frankly, I would probably lose
my job," Stringer said.

MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — N C State at Boston College
ESPN2 — Rutgers at West Virginia
8 p.m.
ESPN — Michigan at Iowa
ESPN2 — Fordham at Massachusetts
9:30 p.m.
FSN — Stanford at Arizona St
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — Miami at Chicago
9:30 pm.
TNT — Dallas at Phoenix
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5:30 p.m.
FSN — LSU at Tennessee

Locally
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
5 p.m.
Murray State
WNEIS 1340 AM
at Tennessee State
women
University
7 p.m.
WFGE 103 7 WNBS 1340 AM —
Murray State men at Tennessee Stale

The Holmes Family
is celebrating 22 years of business and to
celebrate we are offering these specials.
L.

Sunday-Wednesday.
an seat 140 people for pro ate meetings or parties

*20% Off for Senior Citizens
*Buy One, Get One 1/2 Price Fish Dinners
(with coupon

a% &liable

on request at store)
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C4/64,4 _la Calloway Coasts( 5 Ours .014
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300 pm
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1200 pin

Thursday
Friday
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•
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FREE
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9-00 pm
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Carl Perkins
Civic Center
41)1) south Highland • Jackson, TN 38301

Jackson Fairgrounds

www.JacksonBoatShow.com
Information & Up-To-Date Schedule of Events

X.ess'

Exhibitor Space Information? 61";-351-2628

pMb

Feb. 14th-1 7th

Visit Website For More Discount Coupons,

Dinner, Fri. 4 - 8 p.m., Sat. 3 - 7 p.m.• 767-0662
Hwy. 121 North • Murray
DN.)
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Adults
children (6-12)
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adverbsers are requested to ctedke
the first mentor of their ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times et be
responsible tor only one incorrect
inserbon My error should be reported irnrnediaisty so correcbons can
be made.
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Soy Sever
Tool
Ithoesdn
lluxtrf
For',
Sato

$8.25 First Day- 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver ( Mn ( la,thetiN go Intt,',mart Saver I
'o right to remiCt or edit any submitted matter
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Daniel Dennison

4

Our Daddy goes to work all day

iso

selling stocks and bonds and such.
We miss him when he's gone away.
So we call him a bunch and bunch 4.

4

and bunch.

The Housing Authority of Murray is seeking
applications for the position of:
Computer Learning Grant Specialist.
Employee will be responsible for administering
a federal grant program. Responsibilities
include scheduling instructors, volunteers, and
staff; grant reporting, and budgeting; and gram
wnting for future services. Applicant must
have a proficient knowledge of all Microsoft
products. Applicant must also have excellent
oral and wntten skills. Accounting/bookkeeping
and customer service background preferred.
Past experience in successful grant writing
required. Experience in an educational setting is
also preferred. Applications can be picked up at
the main office of the Authonty located at 716
Nash Drive. Murray KY, kind will be taken until
February 22. 2008 at 3 PM. The applicant's
resume must be attached to the application.
A full job description will be provided with
the application.
No phone calls, please.

He has to work to make big dollars

EOE

4

to keep us warrn and fed and dry.
We think he makes those dollars

"1

with green colors, now if only he
would let us give it a try.
Thank you Daddy for all you do,

sr
If

it means the world to us.

111
4
4

We know Momma loves yon too,
'cause she told the lady at Neiman
Marcus...
And Target. Penney's, and Kohl's.
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PURSUANT to KFIS
359 230
items stored in unit 14
of Penny Mini Storage
will be auctioned Feb
19. 2008

:le

01

811160
Murray High
Booster Club
\i Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
hPM on the
1st Sat of the month

BRITTHAVEN
of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the follovnng posiRNs day and
tion
afternoon shift We
offer
competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
CALLS
PHONE
PLEASE

DISCLAIMER

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
this information do so
at their own nsk
Although persons and
mencompanies
tioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their actrvrties
Hs

d

CAREGRIVER to sit
with elderly couple
753-5833
•

VISA

TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive Murray, KY 42071

The family of Lester Donelson
would like to express a Thank You to
the neighborhood for all the cards,
food, flowers and support.
A special thank you to those that
helped us so much. Bro. Roy Yoakem,
pallbearers, Temple Hill, Russell
Chapel United Methodist Church,
Churchill-Imes Funeral Home, the
ambulance & rescue squad of Murray
and other friends we can't name.
Wow
irius
Donelson Family

'Al,'-4,
'Ail

11111111•11111

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
cm (ilia classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger corn,
you will be redtrected
to jobnetwort.coin
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However. as a national
%hellcat. not all listings
on the jobnetwort corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
NEED full-time help
Start immediately. No
experience necessary.
WI train. Hourly plus
bonuses.
SKinmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairdeekrig

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS EXIST
A full-time position is available for qualified professional to work with families and then children Pennyrile
Allied Community Services, Inc is accepting resumes for
the position of In-Home Worker with our Family
Preservation Program in our Mayfield office The applicant must have excellent communication skills. willing to
work a flexible schedule, knowledge of community
resources and have the ability to make well informed
decisions independently. Training will be provided.
Annual salary is $20,000 with full benefits. Applicants
who hold a Bachelor's Degree in Social Work.
Psychology. Sociology or related field are invited to send
their resumes by Friday FEB 29th to
"In-Home Position"
do Mr. John Tedder, Executive Director
Pennyrile Allied Community Services. Inc.
Family Preservation Program
PO. Box 549 Hopkimsvilk, Ky 42241-0549
PACS. Inc is. 'An Equal Opportunity Employer'
06
NM Wented
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL-TIME opening
for experienced security guard in Murray. 1888-482-7386 for interview appointment.
KFC
hiring
now
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders. Must be
available for all shifts.
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St

LOCAL
COMPANY
EXPANDING
15 People
needed ASAP
• Set up 8
display
• Customer
Service
•Sales
Management
Starting pay
9200-1500 wk
Before Sprn:
270-753-2700
After 5prri:
270-436-5817
NOW tertng Days Inn
front desk Apply in
person only 517 S
12th St., Murray
NOW taking applications rot all positions
snd all shifts Apply
In person at Sonic
Delve-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner
Full-time position in
busy medical office.
Excellent benefits No
weekends or holidays.
resume
Send
to
Pennynle
Family
Physicians,
Attn:
Renee Ashby, 1724
Kenton St.. Suite 2A,
Hopionsville,
KY
42240

060
Hebb/anted
NOW taking applications for Resident
Assistant positions, full
and part time. Good
pay, beautiful community, great residents,
friendly staff. CNA
training a plus but not
required, will train
Must enjoy working
with seniors. Preemployment drug test.
Apply at Glendale
Place, 905 Glendale
Road.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits, Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
delorseadams °yahoo.
corn
PART-T1ME apartment
Maintenance.
Experience with
repairs, paintrng.
,
Resume to 108 North
12th St.

CALL Fred for computer repair, upgrades
Reasonable rates,
senior discount
(270)436-2334
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Waal*Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
RIDING mowers that
need work
270-436-2867

SCRAP
CARS
hey turf, Part%
753-550

CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services 227-7129

Merry Equipmers
1989
Case
580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr,
runs good $14,500.
Call 293-2512
210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
i270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE oak firewood,
$50. 270-227-9042.

08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 lets, ozone,
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200.
573-300-1031
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
MINN-KOTA
40Ib.
thrust electric trolling
motor, $125. Lawn
glider, two matching
chairs, metal with
wooden slats, $100.
762-0287
NEW pool table, never
used, 1*-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc, package, retails
$4.500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
wtHD
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo +$5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info.
759-0901 or toll free'
877-455-0901
SUN DASH tanning
bed. 16 bulbs.
270-753-3692

SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
VINYL replacement
agency. We provide a
windows
wide range of products. One of Nation's FREE ESTIMATES
Call Jeff 0 753-6450
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
111121aopeances
required. Training will [
be provided if necessary. Send resume to.
LARGE
P.0
Box
1040-R,
SELECTION
Murray, KY 42071.
USED APPLIANCES
SEASONAL help
WARD ELKINS
needed Must have
'Jri the Sato'
COI_ Apply at Crop
(270)753-1713
Production Services
Hardin, KY
(270)
437-4
"
&CMOcers

4X8 slate pool table
$450.
Full dining room set,
$700.
Large glass top kitchen
table, 4 chairs, $250.
Pine kitchen table with
XL leaf & 4 chairs.
$250.
Washing
machine
$50.
Chair & ottoman sleeper, 5200.
Office desk with extra
units, $250.
Queen mattress, box
spnngs & oak headboard, footboard, rails,
$200.
753-9293

Check
us out
on the
Web!

"'OWNER
FINANCING.***
16x80 3BR, 2 Bath, on
3.5 acres, Paris.
$3,950 down, $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byedy Broker
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No Credit Check!
Completely
redone.
28R 1BA singlewide,
water view, easy boat
ramp access. Nice
covered deck. 213
Primrose,
New
Concord.
$2,900
down. $450 month.
Call 753-2222.
'"OWNER
FINANCE"' 28X68.
3BR. 2 bath, 10 acres,
$4,950 down $695.00
month, Hardin.
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerly Broker
**OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56, 38R,
28A, $4,950 down
$649.00 month, Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
288 1BA.
1-800-455-3001
1999 Belmont Ann,
Edition 16x80. 3BR
28A, good condition.
Asking $18,500. Make
offer. 293-4061,
436-6151
2000 Fairmont 16x80.
Vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
built, nice.
270-489-2525.
UP to $20,000 off 3
remanining
New
Homes Must sell by
02/16/2008
731-584-9109
LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
Unbelievable Deals
Only 4 left
Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

liEll

Hotass For has

•2BR $225
753-6012
Balms Mittel
SPACE available to
antique furniture ven
dors on the Murray
Court Square. Contact
Carol at 761-7467.
CCI
Apartments For Rent
1 & 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
STORY Avenue
duplexes. 767-9948

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1&2 BR apts, 1-year
lease: 1BR $35000.
2BR $475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1BR, various locations,
$275-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

NOW AVAILABLE:
2 Bedroom - $434
3 Bedroom - $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer. Range, Dishwasher.
& Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet &
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck
SOUK restrictiom apply
Call Joy for details... 270-762-1044 or
Cpk, 270-804-0850,1TY0 800-648-6056

Lti

2BR 2BA, garage, all
appliances. $650.
436-5685

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

28R apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

28R duplex, 2BA,
garage No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

29R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

8 a.m.-12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
crOffice Hours

2BR, $285, C/H/A,
near MSU. Move in
free days. 753-9898
3&413R, 2BA available
now,
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR Duplex, water furnished, $700/mo.
lease & deposit
required. 227-0375
3BR townhome 2.58A.
C/1-1/A, refrigerator,
washer. dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1,400 sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished. $660
month. 50% oft 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
4BR townhome 2.5BA.
CM/A,
refrigerator.
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove.
1.400
sq.ft.
Conveniently located
near MSU. Newly
refurbished.
$840
month. 50% off 1st
month. $800 deposit
required. No pets.
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Cell 761-7355
winv.loonenweetrakyconi

340
Mesas For FMS
107 S. 14th. 48R 26A
C/H/A.
Lease
&
deposit. No pets. $700
monthly, 270-519-2699
1604 Miller. 7 rooms,
gas CM. Lease &
deposit. No pets.
Water paid. $500
monthly. 270-519-2699

3/2 brick ranch on
Melrose. City utilities.
All electric. 2 car
garage. Large fenced
yard. New
central heat & air system, annual lease.
Ray 270-767-0615

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath;
washer/dryer; dishwasher; refrigerator;
stove; living/dining
rooms; bonus room;
screened porch; hardwood floors.
270-761-1317

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

NEON BEACH
MIN1-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available.
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853
s

40610

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345). All
appliances including
washer & dryer.
759-5885 or 293-7085

SMALL IBA, nonsmoking apt. upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

3BR 1BA 306 S. 15th,
$490/mo. negotiable.
No pets. 759-4826

DUPLEX 2BR, 28A,
1 -year old 404 Etambi
Ct. North, no pets
(270)376-2746
(270)841-5653

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

THREE bedroom, one
bath house, elec./wood
single
heat,
car
garage. Tool Shed and
storage
building.
Located in Hazel.
$600.00 a month. No
Pets.
Call 753-2905.
The Place to Start

2, 3 & 41344 houses.
Lease
deposit
&
required. 753-4109

DUPLEX 28R, 1-1/2
bath. all appliances,
storage shed, handicap accessible.
$525/mo. 436-5685

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
All appliances including washer, dryer
759-5885 or 293-7085

Fifties For Rent

tux)
scription to the
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Dawn
Local Mail
mow)
3 mo....-SISAI
6 ow.---3.12.5•
----SUB
1 yr --$9.611 6..
1
AU Other Mall
Subscriptions
3 sick
00
6
—4121.10 1 ye ---$145.1101

Rest of KY/TN
rPeryear & Ft when.)

3 mo.
6 me
1 yr.
Check

Money Order

Visa

WC

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip
1
Daytime Ph.
1
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call(2)753-1918
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
bachelors

Requires

ANNOUNCEMENTS

degree and five years
experience. with el
least two years in a
Send
leadership role
resume arid salary
to
requirement
mloweiasuilivar. edu it
HR, 3101 Bardstown
Road. Louisville. KY

•One order One check.
One wan move, Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25 word cies&
tied in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
5250 For more inforcontact the
mation
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1 502 2236821

40205 EOE

BUSINESS
SERVICES
r
•Attenti
Homeowners Display
homes wanted log vinyl
replacement
sidihg.
roofs
windows,
Guaranteed financing,
No payments fur 6
months Low monthly

payments Call Now. I
800- 251-0843
FINANCIAL
•IRS Troubles?) Get
the IRS oft your back
We can help guarar
IRS
Former
teedi
1 800 42'
'gents
Minch
1/140
A.Ssuciates Our rIs
rlever meet with the
Sirs'

Knight
•DviserTiansportation•
Indianapolis. IN- 4 mos

No
0fR required
Gimmicks, Just Goals
2500 Miles- Week
Weeely Hume Time
Medicai Vision/ Dental
,Ti Jyce Or Rafael,
888-346-1639 Owner
800 437-5907
Ups
www knighttrens COT

•The Department of
at
Safety
Public
DniLve is., y
Sullivan
Owner
•D v.'
(Lexington) is ',ay,'
ONLY
Oi.,!rie, .5 wird,
for an individual
. F !eight lrom
full-time as a Plit,11(
$1 28pm
Li.,uisviite
Officer E MT
Safety
A.,erar)ir' Home often
irrrurie
will
This work
Plates
weekends
nights and weekend!. 0..railahle NOT forced
enruiy„,
EMT and law
'itch Can Howard
merit or loss preyentira,
1-800-511Is I
experience is a
be
must
The candidate
DL -A The
at least 21 year,of age •,
r•r er at PTL
and willing to
welcomeEM T certifiratir,
,' rig pro•
already
f invers Earn
scAnt:
r r Owner
work
5t21
b.ick
ige 12
• . •
t. I orced
r,re•.
I • Drivers

0,

FOR SALE
HOPP

•SktohAti L', I. •
52 99C 00( • .J...err y,
At. r
LOOS 1(

.

LUMBER
own far.ry.
hand siwr
lers alsaWrytle

RE-F

r

515

I ml

HOU

INSTRU(

1'

9

port corn

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905.
2934480
OFFICE space available 1,600 sq ft , parking lot, roadside lighted
s.gn. 901 Sycamore St
$1,200/mo. 293-2098

(3(.753-5500
OFFICE/DOCTOR
space for rent in
Plaza
DraffenvIlle
1.500 sq It Contact
Bethany at
270-493-2121
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE Ideal downtown location includes
reception conference
room, and parking
B, Gregory.
Suite
Easley, & Ernstberger
Building Call
753-2633
THE School District
built a new school in
Puryear. TN The old
school which was built
in 1946 is in sound
condition with a good
roof It has 28 classrooms arid a gymnasium It would need
..5fIlf, Jpriating which
we can help pay for
Pick one classroom,
several or the whole
thing The only rent we
would need is utilities
water, electricity. gas)
Arbor Healthcare is
building a nursing
hrrrie assisted living.
and retirement home
complex right across
the street We need
,,orrie entrepreneurs to
come in and start businesses Call me Leo
Hun Friends of the Old
Puryear School. at
• 11-247.3144

AKC Registered Stith-

,
•r ;if:,
r..
HELP WANTED

$350

1

$400 ready
t 6th (270)559. i270)851-8148
4 7 146 day

D(...Y(i Obedience
(i) )ests8

.
FAVIrecefItett 5 4045

f •
•

phis rremetelFildreat sett'
.;

,
Lii(

ILMl

Mr',HToitiry1

l• A

•99 Lesus RX300
!wilier/gni), four w heti
drive, sesseruot
;rest condition

R

59.000.
270-753.9.14 1
270-227-4.se,9

as For Slie

326 acres Paris, TN
area 200 row crop
land Remainder in
creek
with
woods
Excellent
frontage
building sites (1 9
miles black top rd
(montage) will divide
52.500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

05 Equinox, $10100
04 Rendezvous,
59.900
'02 Montana, $5,800
'99 Chevy Z-71,
$7,200
'04 MaximaSL.512.700
'05 Altana -2.5S,
58 500
01 Explorer, $5,100
'01 Grand Am-GT
7
6P
Acre$4,700
5-200 acres between
Stella & Coldwater.
hwy frontage, tobacco
barn, good water for
irrigation or livestock
Owner financing possible. will divide
(270)489-2116
if no answer leave
message

***OWNER
MANCE"'
Check,
Credit
No
Clean & nice 313R 1
bath home on quiet lot
in Puryear 1.292 sq.ft..
hardwood floor, appliances. city water &
sewer $3,900 down.
month. Call
$475
Fluthie (270)753-2222
"OWNER
FINANCE•••
No credit check Clean
and nice 3BR IBA
home on lot in Puryear.
1.292 sq ft hardwood
appliances
floor,
53.900 down. $475
monthly Call Ruthie
4270)753-2222
2 story 38R 2BA. 1
office_ 2 car garage
2,400 sq.ft living.
4.000 total. Landon
Hills Subdivision.
(270)210-3781,

12701559-2032.
3BR 2BA brick home
with 1.494 sq ft 4
miles north ol Murray
lust off 641 New HVAC
in '04 and new roof in

NADEAU'S
Construction

•Floonng *Decks
•Vinyl siding 'All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Lac-wised/Insured
DAVIS Handyworks
Islo Job too Smalr
Small home repairs,

roofing decks,
garages siding.
windows. and doors

electric locksivendows.
leather Excellent condition $7 800
270-2933817

FRE
• fimu.E
Scrap Appliances filo Nue,
Metal St.'s. Moto., 1. Uonf,
Scrap Metal Mower* .11.
I inellt ray Batley.,
FBIATI f

270-293-5624
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52000 Swot)•
sum wawa kosapinv
yOur rurrarlt tub F RE E
deta" awe K348 corn
University
•Suervan
seeks an Admissions
Manager to head a ssam
ol proreasionel Wren

*0,• ..• •

Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured

NEB A VEHICLE?

GRAVEL, white rock &
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

Click
esnlitigillig*KiterSales Co

•

Financing On
Selected Vehicles

• %co,-

deliver your
"Voconon Pak'
wher, you return

Well

'53-1916

.

irculalion Department

and ask for

"Vacation Pak."
,mi KR SI

Offered

pi.,sLi

293-8944
2001 F-150 Lariat XLT.
58.500
Hay, 54/bale
270-753-2570
94 Chevy 1500 EA1
Cab 200.000
miles 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2600.

(270) 804-3566.
1982 Chevrolet pickup 350 motor, auto-

out
Finished
06
detached
24X30
with
shop/garage
industrial lighting and

matic. looks and runs
good Very depend-

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

NEED HELP?
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

lames 114molti

JOE'S JOBS
Small hiniscliolst
FCp.tit .,c sail \souk

VINYL replacement
windows, professional
nstallahon available
--all Jett it 753-6450
YEARRY'S
Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Service
753-4344• 227-5644

Horoscope

MES

1001 Whitt:ma Ave., Murray, KY

Handyman Services.
2005 Ford F150 XLT
Supercab 4x4 Tnton
5 4. beautiful truck.
17,000 miles. loaded
520.500 753-4895 or

oTi
R&

LEDGE

• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-27)t4

able. 6900. 527-7398

7S3-5606

ransonri

ask for "Vocation Pak
That way you won t
miss a single thing

270-753-4461
705 S. 12th Street

USED TIRES

A

When you come bock,
catch up On GorField,
your city council letters
to the editor he
obottraries and editorials

Ws Wier rime • year, and
everybody wants to gel
our era Wm house But
before you go lust make
o simple phone call and

489-2839.

41=0

••periert-iFAvR oats-,

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

FUTRELL'S Tree

.2.1

A• r

Going on
Vacation?

decks
293-5438

2004 Chevy

'03 Ford Escape.
98.000 miles, sunroof,

Office: 270.761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Insured 759-4418,
227-9484
DM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd ?Gibs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,

C&K 1270)705-5973
See at
calmotorsky.com

Trailblazer Great con
dition 293-9950

General Contracting
(ft
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Tree
esti436-

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although .
persons and companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951

731-336-5288

by Jacqueline Blgar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Togetherness works.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Feb. 15. 2008:
Others could shock
*****
even
evolve
will
you
year
This
you. How you deal
multiple outlets with
surprise
or
Puppies. 3 blectt
key
in
more and support yourself
additional 220 plug
of behavior could
type
this
with
rnales 1 blaJk female
issues. Say no to manipulation.
House sits on 95
-aye reessage
be significant. You are practical
more
even
become
could
You
WANT to buy. Olde
at
Priced
acres
*ei
and earthy. To you, erratic selfmodel camper in good
responsive and creative, allowing expression could stun and
$119.500
shape 226-9081
270-978-1074
for unusual solutions and dynam- shock you. Be positive about
270-759-9044
530
ic thinking. At times a boss could your options. Tonight: Consider
Somas Oland
4BR 2BA brick 2 car
be challenging, as he or she might all possibilities.
workshop
garage,
be threatened by your endless UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
I- t. FtMLIOA grass hay
might
Fenced back yard.
klles Si)
;
source of ideas. Consider present- *** Easy does it. You
LAM
way too
appliances included.
-.14 1632
LAWN SERVICE
ing some of your thoughts more have been pushing
Murray Mark Fredrick
hard. Ask for help and support
Mowing, Manicuring,
subtly if you would like to sucRE/MAX R E A
rather than wear yourself
If
Landscaping a
situation.
present
ceed in your
down. Think positively about
Land For avatar Lanni 270-978-1880
Loaf Vacuuming
you are single. you might opt to an offer or change in your daily
4BFV2E14
BRICK
Saliidadlii..n guaranteed
be unusually quiet about someone life. Don't fight the inevitable
3,000 sq ft living 2
s >BM .CO ‘und
2V-0411
who enters your life. Romance Tonight: Opt for relaxation.
6
detached
garage.
highly
r
will be active. This bond could SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
New
op
garage/sh
irve land, water
•
YOUIR AD
prove to he very fortunate. If you **** Allow more spontaneCl.-A New paint, car. Jib.e 32.52 barn
BE
COULD
pet. floors New refrigare attached, add that touch of ity into your life. In fact, you
t,y May be
HERE FOR
erator 2 acres. 2 miles
romance once more. Re-create a might not have a choice. It
also
•
ONLY $75.00
you have
1.,rwray on 121S
. •i
first date. Let the sparks flicker. appears that those
full of enerare
A MONTH
life
your
into
let
sou.
GEMINI has fun with
gy and unanticipated actions.
CALL 753-1918
lax4
1114114EL/1A 1
See someone clearly, not lust
I
awl Uwe
DEBT RELIEF!
of
Day
Kind
the
Show
The Stars
by his or her behavior. Caring
•cli %our
Hill Electric
l'ou'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4- opens. Tonight: Let your hair
- *Los'
st, q!if,
• Ii.I .15•A, talc
stop our torts It.sure.
Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 - down.
II 5..5A, %.•
24 noun wawa
Yaw w.creativepropDifficult
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ertysolvers.?om
ke..(Sim & Ind.
21)
I ',cow,' & Insured
12701741-HOME
*** Once more, foundations
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
lobs - big mr small
** You could be a bit out of appear as an important issue.
LAKE house. Three
sorts As a result, you might Check out investments with
bedroom 2 bath with
want to take a personal day care. Breaking past your barridouble garage, water270-519-8570
You have a lot on your plate. ers and creating more possibilfront lot with trees,
SIMMONS'S
whether you acknowledge it or Ines reveal new solutions and •
floating
shed
storage
Carpentry &
Understand what some- different ways Tonight Head:
not
concrete
dock
boat
Handyman Work Free
one wants from you. An insight home. Order in.
boat ramp
estimates
could stop you dead in your CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
5275.000 00 Call
436-2867 Lamb's
tracks Tonight Head home. 19)
753-2905 or 293-8595
***** Make the first move
Professional Tree
Take some downtime.
Duet
Just
MUST See"
(April 20-May 20)
Service Complete tree
if need be. Don't be shy about .
TAURUS
2 500 sq ft brick
removal gutter
er * Just as you think you what you want, be willing to
is**
home Double garage
cleaning, hauling. etc
are about to grab the pot of ask. Others surprise you
Private A beautiful 2.
Insured
gold at the end of the rainbow, sometimes, but that is no rea1, A(
acre lot. 14-mile to
the unexpected occurs Be son to withhold your feelings
436-5141 A-AFFORDtown $139.000
flexible and understand that and ideas. At least then you
ABLE Hauling Clean
270-519-5570 by
you might need to take in the will know where others stand.
out garages gutters
owner. Murray.
bigger picture Find an expert if Tonight. Easy does it.
& tree work.
punk
1
bedroom
THREE
you have a question Tonight: AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
A-1 Sturnp Removal
bath brick home, with a
*** Your possessive or
Where the crowds are
outbuilding.
Fully insured
shed
-June 20)
21
needy side emerges You
(May
GEMINI
417-3044
tobacco barn and 8
*it* All eyes turn to you How might want to remove yourself
Located in
acres
AAA HANDYMAN
you deal with a situation and from a hot situation. You will
WANT to Buy 38R
1111ARKSIDE
5115.000 00
Hazel
All types of carpentry
the choices you make could be feel better if you relax and take
hot,se In or near
Call 753 2905 or
STORAGE
ackltions decks
very different from in the past. some long-overdue personal
Murray 527-7829
.
293-8595
Haaltnig clean up junk
Infuse your work with newness time. Everyone triggers when
703-0655
•11x75 $3`
yards
Garage
or better ideas. A partner gives they are tired Tonight Happy
i22x12 $5'
WANT to know the
buildings
you strong feedback, though at home.
•24115 $100 oc
value of your home.
Prompt dependable
you might not welcome it PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
79D1369
t.irrt, or commercial
BARBEROSA Cycles
Free estimates
***** Honor your high
Tonight. A must appearance
property on today's
LLC
35 yrs experience
energy, but attempt to be reaCANCER (June 21-July 22)
market"'
Anytime 753-9210
ATV service & rooms
***** Reach out for others sonable and not unpredictable.
_
eioe
Need help with that
270-382-2444
You break from precedent as a Others want to connect and
APPUANCE REPAIR
or Saire
pu,chasing or seeing
of a different perspec- have a conversation. Meetings
result
Yarivelp
SERVICE I PARTS
decision'? Give us a
tive Know what you want and and situations with groups of
(270) 293 8726 OR
rail. Prolessional reh- Wolverine. Only 216
where you are heading Be people drop luck and support
miss, good conon.
759-5534
ab* service
clear in your dealings Others on you Tonight As you wish
69, eek for
757-289-70
Buren
Van
Chuck
&
Darnell Appraisal
transform their opinions. which
Luke
Matt
Consulting.
BEECHER'S
is reflected in the manner in BORN TODAY
Jennings
Handyman Service
which they deal with you Comedian Chris Farley (1964).
erste
owneriapor.
Odd jobs Free es&
WePew
Tonight Where the music is
actress Jane Seymour (1951),
2"1 7'. i +4
niates 1270)762-0910
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
singer Jane Child (1967)
***** Work with individu111 BI 1 Ho •I •
als You hear unforeseen news Jacqueline Bigar is on the
lItS
IiIiLJ
codiviirntai Prep Fer
at
that might have you shaking Intornet
A113 I manor'.
14. 15 16 inch
head Consider your http://www.Iacquelinebigar.c
your
An ( midition
options more carefully involvStarting at 520
Over 40 years exp.
.sRsc,e. (-Mica on
it .•11.4 111..ping finances and a partnership (C) 2008 by King Features
.4 A 'eat up lot a
mounted
Instalinaa
&
Saki
ittl‘ssid%t r•• k win
Focus on completion Tonight Syndicate Inc.
1, lot $750
...I
270-761-liti 1
- rt 1 4 '08',ALE
1-1,rar red Lab
1 , ,11

ecl Up to $750 a wi

3AC.. SARATOGA
FARMS, back right
corner White fence in
front. 270-519-2290

Calhoon Construction, 11C
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LookingBack
40 years ago
'le years ago
Published is a picture of the
Whitney Coleman,senior at Calwhich
loway County High School, has OM Big K department store
will open tomorrow in the Belbeen named for the annual Good
South
Citizen award gisen by the Cap- Air Shopping Center on
12th Street, Murray. The photo
tain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
was by Staff Photographer Ed ColDaughters of the American Revolution. Coleman is the daughter he.
Calloway County High School
of Mac and Linda Coleman.
Births reported include a girl Ulcers won 51-47 over Murray
to David and Fehsha Lamb, Jan. High School Tigers in a basketII a boy to Cassey and Rodney ball game. High scorers were Stan
Key for the Lakers and Bobby
Gough and a girl to Tonia and
lony Sledd, Feb II, a buy to Rutledge for the Tigers
Births reported include a boy
Heaven and Greg McSwain, Feb.
to Mr. and Mrs Charles Whit12
Murral. State University Rac- nen. Feb 6
50 years ago
ers won 74-64 over Eastern IlliDr. Josh Billings ot Vanderbilt
nois in a basketball game. Delen
y. Nashville, Term., spoke
Universit
Murray.
for
scorer
was high
on "Heart Disease- at a meeting
20 years ago
held
The home of Marty and Carla of the Murray Rotary Club
house.
Hays in Dexter was destroyed by at the Murray Woman's Club
Du Hugh
fire on Feb. 12 at about 9:12 He was intaxluced by
a.m., according to a report of the Houston.
Recent births reported at MurCalloway County Fire-Rescue
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
Squad.
boy to
Published is a picture of Ful- and Mrs. Allen Bucy, a
a boy
ton Hart silhouetted against a pic- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin King,
Hooks, a
Kelzie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
bounded
he
when
window
ture
Edward L.
off a footstool on the second floor boy to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and
of Murray State University Cor- Freudenthal, a girl
, a girl to
ns Center last weekend. He is the Mrs. George Williams
Lee Hall and
son of Terry and Leah Han of Mr. and Mrs. James
James W.
Murray. The photo was by Staff a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Nolan.
Photographer David Tuck.
60 years ago
30 years ago
Announcement has been made
Calloway County High School
will be estabSpeech Team was the winner of that headquarters
for a new KenMurray
in
lished
Invield
Stubblefi
B.
Nathan
the
ance Distational Speech Tournament, host- tucky Highway Mainten
include the couned by the Murray High School trict which will
Marshall, Lyon
Speech Team with Mark Etherton ties of Calloway,
Hale of Muras coach. The Calloway team and Crittenden. Leon
as superviremains undefeated this year. Larry ray has been named
sor of the district.
England is coach at CCHS.
Mrs. Carl Lockhart and Mrs.
Navy Quartermaster Third Class
Vernon Butterworth presented a lesGary W. Ramsey is serving aboard
" at a meetthe destroyer SS Prairie, home- son on "Belt Buckles
Homemakported at San Diego, Calif. It has ing of the Lynn Grove
the home of Mrs.
at
held
Club
ers
the
of
unit
a
as
deployed
been
U.S. Seventh Fleet in the West- G.P. Hughes.
ern Pacific.

COMI6/ FEATURES
Singles celebrate friendship
at annual Valentine's dinner

Thersisy, February 14, 20116 • 5B

Calcification needs
monitoring, not action

DEAR DL GOTT: I am wntDEAR DR. GOTT: I had an
ago that we are as happy as we
DEAR ABBY: Valentine's Day
concerning the letter a genmg
several
done
diogram
echocar
make up our minds to be -- and
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My
ago.
months
will learn
He said
gle woman. I have recognized that I hope more singles
said I had some minor calcifica- high triglycende level.
that when she started with a niacin
even on this day one can feel from your example
tion around the valve in my heart
level was
completely kit out of things. So,
He said that at my age (71) and regimen, her triglycende
did not
DEAR ABBY: Last year on
last year I started a new tradibeing a diabetic (I only take pills), loward considerably. He
errands
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favorite
probably out- prescription medication during this
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7
me. Can time
at
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call it 'Sininformation lesterol and high triglycende levgles Appreci- an elderly couple who were already
this els and would like to try this
about
ation Day.' eating. I enjoy people-watching,
approach. However, since niacin
subject?
them.
Last year we and it was easy to observe
can cause side effects, I don't
DEAR
had a great The man was having trouble openwant to try it until I know it will
ER:
READ
time together, ing his little package of jelly. I
One of the not adversely interact with the
him.
help
and this year almost went over to
most common Lipitor. Any thoughts on this?
Why didn't 19 Because he was
be
should
DEAR READER: Don't make
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process is the unless your doctor has approved
By
formation of of them. Niacin doesn't work for
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dry
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not
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mouth
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a
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and cream
appreciate the value of each phase kin. He put sugar
niacin to my knowledge. You
opens and closes as it should,
it.
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this by
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-annual cardiac
of being single.
stop the
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NORTH HIGHLANDS. CALIF.
niacin. This
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they
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more
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make through life.
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his advice.
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a
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know,
with the
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To give you related informa- it may be best paired
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remain single into their late 20s lot of love there.
a copy Lipitor or perhaps you could try
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I
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the message
fish oil.
and 30s -- and Valentine's Day spoken, but I'm sure
of my Health Report "Coronary flaxseed oil or omega-3
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"
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'conversation every
and not
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East ruffs the third club with the
South dealer.
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e
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diamond, not the king; if he returns
NORTH
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heart,
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35 Oaxaca article
37 Half a bikini
39 Not she
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1 Rain slicker
4 Track postings
8 Lots of money
11 State openly
13 Damsel
14 Citrus dnnk
15 Repair a boot
17 Cheerful color
19 Western show
21 Score big
22 Canning items
24 Pair
26 Hula-dance
fete
29 Unqualified
31 Distinct period
33 Knock lightly
34 Cellist Yo-Yo

-

dodOni•iall'

IT WAS AN
ENCHANTED
EARLY
AFTERNOON

48 Overalls front
50 Notorious
17th-century
pirate
51 Snow boot
53 Kind of candle
55 Dress feature
58 Long-faced
61 Day before
62 Fragrant trees
64 Cuzco builder
65 No, to a laird
66 Type of collar
67 Use a straw
DOWN
1 Damage
2 Forum hello
rnd at
ue
Sthar
4 C
3
5 III-fated
pnncess
6 Like a desert
7 Vast number
8 Furniture wood
9 Uproar
10 Lawn cover/
12 Ferret cousin

Answer to Previous Puzzle
QUIP IMIE MOIR D
ARM
URNS ELL
NIGRa
AUKS BYE
MUD
EIBTER
OASES CUL
NOMS ANEMONE
IOTA
EAVE ART
EVENING EXPO
KEN COEDS
ISSUE
SKI
ARCS
IZIBC
O
HER
ARAB UUE CARE
LEES @OD SLUE
2-14 C 2006 United Feature Syndicate Inc
16 And.
to Caesar
18 Rapper — Kim
20 Pans street
22 Skyrockets
23 — — costs

MEM EMMill
MINIM MEM MIIM
MEM= MEM=
MUM MEM
MAMM MEM Mild
MOM
INIMME
NM Mild MEd AM
MEM Ma MEM=
MEM MA MIMI
MEd ME=
MAMMEM MIIMOdd
MEM MEM MO=
MEM MIME ME

25 Regal emblem
27 Sighed
with delight
28 Capsize
30 Decompose
32 Exist
36 Close kin
38 It turns litmus
blue
41 Hurrah/
43 Empty space
45 Sheets and
towels
47 Bad, for Yves
49 — nova
52 Trouser turnup
54 Yr fraction
55 Ink partner
56 Actress
— Longona
57 A thousand
G's
59 Sprint rival
60 Carpet pile
63 Do follower
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Kentucky Muse
Steinbeck drama 'Of Mice and
Men'opens Playhouse's 31st season revists Ellis Wilson
In essence, Of Mice and Men is
opening on Nov. 23, 1937, in the
much a story about the nature of
as
In
Music Box Theatre on Broadway.
dreams and aspirations and
human
runs
ul
successf
very
several
addition to
that work against them as
forces
the
have
on Broadway, two feature films
is the story of two men. Without
it
of
tale
k's
Steinbec
d.
produce
been
and goals, life is an endless
friendship, sacrifice, and the Ameri- dreams
days that have little conof
stream
can dreams of independence, borne
meaning.
or
nection
has
ficiency
self-suf
ownership and
Lennie's dream — to
and
of
George
become, through the years. one
of their own —
farm
little
a
titles
own
popular
ntly
consiste
the most
Mice and Men
Of
to
central
so
is
in the history of American theatre.
form in all
some
in
appears
it
that
tremenOf Mice and Men is the
of the
telling
the
fact,
In
scenes.
six
dously moving character study of
has done so
George
which
story,
MilGeorge
two drifting farmhands.
often, becomes a ritual between the
ton and Lennie Small, who cope
two men: George provides the nara
with
e
existenc
with their meager
rative, and Lennie, who has diffiatedream, or perhaps more appropri
remembering even simple
culty
ly, a delusion, of living off the 'fat
picks up the refrain by
ions,
instruct
farm.
of the land' on their own small
s sentences.
George'
g
finishin
But Lennie. played by Jeff Miller
the 1921h.
Mice and Men
Of
of
cast
The
little
a
of Murray. is a man-child,
The title is a reference to the
dangerously also includes, John Cosmos, of Mura
of
body
the
in
boy
Robert Burns's poem, To a Mouse.
Brian O'Neill of Murpowerful man. His mental condition ray as Curley.
and the famous line often quoted
Jessica Norwood. of
Slim.
as
ray
both frustrates George and leaves
from the poem. The best-laid plans
wife, Michael
Culey's
as
Benton,
inability
Lennie's
fearing that
of mice and men go oft awry.' Stem- him
as Whit. laden
City,
Calvert
of
Ruffin
ly
care for himself will eventual
beck apparently had plans of taking to
as Carlson,'
Murray,
of
Murphy
dream.
destroy their
as Crooks.
the piece to the theatre from the
Murray,
of
Keene.
Stephen
The two have just arrived at a
onset. writing Of Mice and Men to
Little of Murray, as the
Terry
and
money
ranch hoping to earn enough
be a -play-novelette.place. when their elu- boss.
Structured in three acts of two chap- for their own
Due to harsh language and adult
suddenly appears to
ters each, the original manuscript sise dream
parents may wish to considthemes,
possible. Candy, the aged.
intended to serve as a novella and become
is appropriate for children
it
if
er
by
played
and
script for a play. creating both a one-handed ranch-h
Parental guidance is sug13.
under
of Murray. offers to
novel that could he played from its David Shelton
gested.
so
George
and
Lennie
lines, or a play that could he read pitch in with
John Steinbeck's Of Mice and
farm by the end
like a novel Acting edition scripts they can bus the
runs Friday, Saturday and SunsuddenMen
Lennie
when
month.
of the piece imam the dialogue of 01 the
Murray's Playhouse in the
at
horriday
a
commits
the novella ssith near exactness. the ly and unwittingly
22 -March 9. Tickets are
Feb.
by
Park
played
George.
Now
being
cnme.
ell:,
ble
only ct„hinges tWIll the nos
the playhouse website,
at
e
availabl
a
moral
faces
an occasional sw it hing (it which char- Ross Bolen 01 Murray.
ayhouseinthepark.net, or by
wwww.pl
with
deal
he
should
How
:
question
acter is speaking.
ion and
the ranchers find him calling the Murray Convent
The first mkluction appeared the Lennie before
9.
759-219
at
Bureau
into their own hands? Visitor's
saute year of the initial publishing. and take matters

Special to the Ledger
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
will proudly open the 31st season
of Community Theatre in Murray
and Calloway County with a classic
20th century American drama. John
Steinbeck's 01 Mice and Men. Under
the direction of Terrence Little. Of
Mice and Men, runs for 9 performVices Fridays through Sundays. Feb.
22 - March 9.
Of Mice and Men began as a
a0Vella by NolirPose winning author
John Steinbeck. published in 1937,
which tells the tragic story of two
displaced Anglo migrant ranch workers in California during the Great
Depression. recalling Stembeck's own
experience as a migrant worker in

KET documentary

dedicated to paintLEXINGTON, Ky. — "I want to paint! My life is
so much to paint
is
There
Negro.
the
ing, and what is more — to painting
and so little time," said Ellis Wilson in 1941.
Wilson's passion for painting took him
from his hometown of Mayfield. to New
York City. and by capturing the everyday
lives of African Americans, his works helped
pave the way for the success of other AfricanAmerican painters in the mid-to late 20th
century.
Kentucky Muse follows his life and career
in an encore presentation of the KET documentary Ellis Wilson — So Much to Paint,
on KET2
airing Sundayat 10/9 p.m.
and Tuesday at 9/8 p.m. CT on KET I.
Born in 1899. Wilson grew up in a time
of segregation and prejudice. Though his
artistic interest and ability were apparent
from an early age, few opportunities existed for him in Mayfield. In 1919, he moved
to Chicago to attend the Art Institute. In
1928, he arrived in Harlem. New York, where
a renaissance of black creativity in the arts
Photo provided by KET was under way.
change the
In the mid-I940s, Wilson embarked on a trip that would
and South
Georgia
ee,
Tenness
y,
Kentuck
course of his work, traveling to
of African-Amerlives
daily
the
from
scenes
paint
and
sketch
to
Carolina
adamant that there
ican's using bold shape and vivid colors. Though he was
black people —
was no such thing as -black art" — only art made by
feeling and underwith
life
n
America
Africancapture
to
strived
Wilson
standing throughout the remaining decades of his life.
alive, Wilson
Though he never attained great fame or fortune while
"Funerpainting
his
when
1980s.
the
in
ng
attracted renewed attention beginni
on series 'The
al Procession" was featured in an episode of the televisi
Cosby Show'.
ctive of his
In 2000, Murray State University hosted a major retrospe
the doclife,
Wilson's
of
account
moving
a
g
providin
to
work. In addition
of the Murray
umentary introduces the efforts of Albert Sperath, curator
show, to locate Wilson paintings lost over time.
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Purchase Players performing
Disney's Mulan Jr.; opens tonight

Photo provided

Performing Arts Center in
Disney's Mulan Jr will open up this weekend at the Community
Elliott and Alex Flouten;
J
C
ki.
Danows
Kyler
Harris.
Claudia
Mayfield Front row, from left.
Golden and Lindsey
Nick
Jones.
second row. Ashton Saxon. Lee Scarbrough, Alicia
and Leslie Parsons:
Payton
Rachel
.
Bennett
w
Robertson, third row, Bnttany Phillips, Matthe
s.
back row, Knstyn Hasting

chase Players."
The Mulan Junior cast
includes: Nick Golden, Leslie
Parsons, Alex Routen, Claudia
Harris. Alicia Jones, Daniel
Holmes. Cheyenne Wagner,
Cone Beth Coplen, Rachel Payton, Matthew Bennett, Adam
Heath, Jonathan Bennett. Lee
Scarbrough, Dernis Harper, C.J.
Elliott, Jacob Hutson, Lindsey
May,
Jennifer
Robertson.
Patrick Redden, Kyler Danowski, Becca Sandy, Kristyn Hastings, Kyndal Hastings, Helena
Jones, Allora Hobbs, Brittany
Phillips. Courtney Renfrow.
Hillary Bacon, Ashton Saxon,
Sabrina Parrish and Natalie
Doran.
-This has been a really
unique experience," Hartig said.
"We have also had several teens
fill junior positions for this
production - like junior assistant director and junior music
director. We have a wealth of
f-young adults who have
made this play spectacular."
Mulan Junior music director Cletus Murphy, a longtime

music teacher in the Graves
County school system, echoed
Hartig's sentiments.
"I think that everyone will
be impressed with our vocals."
Murphy said. "Our little Mulan
has a lovely voice."
Choreography director Darrim Abren, who is the band director for the Mayfield City school
system, said that hours of hard
work are paying dividends.
"I'm really happy with how
hard these kids have worked,"
Abren said. -The end result of
their hard work has really paid
off."
The box office at the Community Performing Arts Center will be open Feb.14 and
18-21 from 5-7 p.m. so that
the public may purchase tickets in advance.
For more information, contact Purchase Players at 2519035 during the above mentioned hours.
The box office will open
one hour prior to each performance for ticket sales.

•01111/
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MAYFIELD, Ky. — Travel
back to the legendary, storytelling days of ancient China.
The Huns have invaded, and
it is up to the misfit Mulan
and her mischievous sidekick
Mushu to save the Emperor.
Mulan Junior, a teen musical production, is a heart warming celebration of culture, honor
and a fighting spirit. The score
includes favorites like "Reflection". "Honor to Us All" and
"I'll Make a Man Out of You",
as well as new songs that will
move you.
has
Players
Purchase
announced that Disney's Mulan
Junior is coming to Mayfield's
Community Performing Arts
Center today through Saturday
and Feb. 22-24.
"We have a wonderful, talented cast of teens from right
here in our own backyard."
said Mulan Jr. director Cheryl
Hartig. "These actors, singers
and dancers have put in countless hours to prepare for what
I consider to be one of the
best shows ever here at Put-
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"Valentine's Day Special - $25.00"
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Seaftod Buffet - Friday do.Saturday
(Rog. $14.98) Now

Only $12.99

6.Sunday Country Ham Breakfast Bar -
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Happy Valentine's Day to
our little princess,
Haven Caroline O'Neal
Love,
Mommy & Daddy

To our special Valentine,
Trace Walker Johnson
Love,
GrandJim, KK
& Aunt Jess

Happy Valentine's Day.
We love you Grandaddy Terry Gibson.
From Your Twins, Evan & Grant

Keatyn Collins &
Griffin French
Granddaughter &
Great-Grandson of
Juanita Collins

Happy Valentine's Day.
I love my dad, Terry Gibson,
best friend, best buddy
Love your Son
Brennan Gibson

Happy Valentine's Day
Aunt Alicia, MeMaw
Sharon Eaves
From your Sweetheart
Gibson Thomas Eaves

Ilp

Happy
Valentine's Day
to our
sweethearts,
Hannah Lyn
Derby and
Bailey Michelle
Derby.
We love you.

Happy Valentine's
Pappaw & MeMaw

Hugs & Kisses
Daddy
St Morality

Op Love you,
Breanne Hayes

‘111111111011111111111110111111111.

Isn't she lovely,
isn't she wonderful.
God wants her
to teach
our children.

Whitney & Sydney Carver
You both are very special
in my life.
My love,
Dottie

Brian & Shelby Blalock
Both of you add so much
joy to my life.
My love,
Dottie

Happy Valentine's Day,
Connor Blalock!

Happy Valentine's Day to our
sweethearts,
acob & Prod Woods.
it
We love you,
randma & Granddaddy

With love from your
Family

l

With love to
Nonnie & Poppy.

Happy Valentine's Day
Morgan!

To my favorite little
Valentine!

From Leyton

Love,
Mom & Dad

I love you!
Mommy

Happy Valentine's
Day to our very
special Valentines:
Ally, Taylor, Amos,
Makayla
& Ciarra

Happy Valentine's Day & a great 2008.
John Morgan Knight & Delaney Rae McClure
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Happy Valentine's Day
Michael & Michelle Potter
Tony, Angie & Mitchell McClure
Mike, Becky & Dakota Potter
Jerry & Margaret Camp
Greg & Frankie Ferguson
Jim & foAnn Potter

Leni Fain &
Hunter Winebarger,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you,
Gandad & MeMaw

To Patience
and
Destiny Ahart,
we love you
Happy
Valentine's Day.
Love,
Mom & Dad

ihappy Valentine's Day to
our Sweet Little Preslee.
Love,
Nano & Paivraw

Happy Valentine's Day
Mylee Grace Smith.
Love, Daddy, Momma,
Papaw, La La,
Hippy & CoCo

Happy
Valentine's
Day
Randy Collie.

Happy
Valentine's
Day Boomer
I love you
yesterday, today,

tomorrow,
always &forever.
Love,
Shirley

Love,
Whitney

WI

40Pid.
•#

You two bring so much joy to our hearts.
We love you!
Pops & Nana

Happy Valentine's Day
lasmin & Zahara
Monne loves yowl

Dylan & Aiden
Memories are made,
grandkids are spoiled,
we love you.
Maniaw & Pawpaw

Happy Valentine's
Day.
you.
love
We

Kennedy,
Happy 1st Valentine's.
You're our precious
lir sweetheart.
Love, Papaw, Nana
& Aunt Meg Cmuse

Katalyn Amber Hamel
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love,
Papaw Larry &
cranny Mary Stubblefield

Oh let me be....
your teddy bear!
Love,
Daddy's Little Girl,
Auni

Lily,
You make us so proud!
You're our little star.
Love,
Mommy & Daddy

Happy Valentine's Day to
all ourfamily and friends.
Aristaft
Allison Minning

Happy Valentine's Day
Princess Mackenzie!
We love you!
Mom & Dad

fayden Matthew
& Keagan Jo Rollins
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Momma & Daddy

Carlie Sheppard
You bring so much joy into
my life.
Love,
Nana

Happy Valentine's
Day.
We love you.
Love,
Memaw

Happy Valentine's Day to our
"itty bitty" Aubrey Nicole.

Peepaw

/hippy Valentine'c
Day.
We love you very

much!
Love,
Mommy
Daddy

Happy Valentine's Day to
Preston, our sweetest
Valentine! We love you!
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Happy Valentine's
Day Dylan
and Kayden.
We love you both
very much.

ro our Valentine Ashton Lane.
Love, Neruiaddy & Nan
PaPa & Ninny
Nana & Mark
Nese & Brad
Whitney & Cory

Happy Valentine's Day to
our little sweetheart
Amaya.
Love,
Papaw & Granny

o our specia s oys Lee & Travis. Love,
Granddaddy &
Grandmama Lee
Papaw & Nana Gore

Happy 1st Valentine's Day
little bubba!

Farming in the heartland
for my Valentines!
Love,
Ashton Lane

Happy Valentine's Day to
my family &friends.
Hugs & Kisses
Love you all,
Anne-Marie Atkins

SOW

Caroline & Carter
Koenig,
You'll always be
our sweet
valentines. We love
you both so much.

Mom, Dad, Granny,
Grandad, Papa &
Nana

Happy Valentine's
Day to our two
beautiful girls,
Parker & Madison
Hobbs.
you both
love
We
so much!

I am my daddy's Big
Brown-eyed little girl.
I love my daddy.
Bluebell

With all my love to
Valentines....
Grandaddy & Gamma
Mom-o & Gramps
Pa-Pa
& Uncle Garrie
Nise
t
Aun
Anita & Pop
Jim & Phyllis Lewis
Love,

Love,
Mommy & Daddy

Happy Valentine's
Day
Neil & Logan
Ramsey.
We love you.

Happy Valentine's Day
Kayden Key!
Jeremy & Becky Key
Delbert Underhill
Jimmy & Kay Key

Kinlee

We love you
Mom & Dad
Gram
Nonnie & Pop Pop
Grandaddy & Nanny

Happy Valentine's Day
drey Grace Daulton!
ove, Uncle Tom

Happy Valentine's
Day
Granny & Papa
You're the best!
Love,
Melody

Our Littlest Valentine,
Noah Stallons.
Happy Valentine's Day!

Love,
Moma & Daddy

Happy Valentine's Day,
Keagan Christopher
Ray Duvall
With a smile like that,
I couldn't ask for a
better Valentine!!!
Love,
Mommy
b.

p

Happy Valentine's
Day
to all our
Family & Friends
Sarah & Rachel

You're My Valentine
Year Around.
Happy Valentine's Day!
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TOYOTA

PRE-SPRING
SAVINGS,EVENT!

iGGEF,
EVER
'ASH BP'

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

$1500
CASH BACK!!

1
00

vos•

Hurry!

ANY NEW 2008

The Pre-Spring
Savings Event Ends
Presidents Day,
February 18th!

COROLLA OR MATRIX
All Modell

PRE -SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

$1000
ANY NEW

ANY NEW 2008

CAMRY SEDAN, CAMRY HYBRID
OR TACOMA 4X4

2008 SIENNA OR TACOMA 4X2
OR 2007 FJ CRUISER
A

sad•Is

Wall. 1•111 1 1 1 11•111

All .14.11
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PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS! I

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

s120 s2750

4=i
ANY NEW

'08 YARIS SEDAN
'08 FJ CRUISER
'07P08 SOLARA
'''"""ws""i"""""'""`

ANY

CASH BACK!

CASH BACK!
ANY NEW

NEW

2008
4RUNNER

4000

PRE-SPRING TOYOTA SAVINGS!

iNo08
TUNDRA

2007
TUNDRA
411 Nadel* Will. s•pst, lasts
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SPECIAL LOW APR FINANCING

AND LOW LEASE RATES AVAILABLE!
TARY REBATE PROGRAMSI2
ASK ABOUT OUR $400 COLLEGE AND MILI
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SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALERS TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY MIKE SMITH TOYOTA
13117 teeth 12th Street • Murray. KY

270.753.4961
buyatoyota.com

3941 Elks Smith Orly. • Paducah. KY

270.408.6453
*TOYOTA

